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The principles which underlie agriculat
Law,
Attorneys
ture, the tiret of arts, are as old as the
MAI»*·
sthkl,
history of the human family. Ancient
tilery C.P»rk
lierrlek.
history and the Bible are replete with
matter relatiug to rural affairs.
AgriARL S. BRIGGS,
culture was the source of inspiration of
much of our ancient literature, particuDentist,
larly that of the Romans. The people
MAINE.
I'ARIS,
of this empire understood the principles
!· A. m. to ô p. M. Eveo- of farming, held them in high regard,
attention
aod pursued this calling with careful at'ment.
Special
: Jren.
tention.
The Roman sages made very
shrewd and practical observations along
Telephone 143-4
the lines of agriculture, and that which
was true of the Romans was also true of
V ALOO NASH.
the tireeks and other nations uf antiqui
ly. The people who bound with oak
IPÛ
their patriot*' brows was queen of all of
the nations, aod other "arte followed
t rear Masonic Block,
where Rome's eagle led."
NORWAY
etion.
Egypt was one of the greatest agricultural nations of ancient times. She furnished many millions of bushels of cor»
Y
to Rome each year, and in trading back
ν
and forth as they did, we can see how i'
way, Maine,
was that the Romans uiust have boirowed much from the Egyptians along agri
c
cultural lines. The Israelites, too, were
among the great agricultural nations of
;eet Metal Work,
the past, and we can now readily see
ce LINGS A SPECIALTY.!
how this came to be true.
In the story of the plow, we can trace
U. (
the gradual uplifting of the human race,
and see bow it has risen from the mid
night darkuess of the past into the noon
day brightness of the enlightened presPAKK.
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The use of the plow can be traced
back to very remote antiquity. The
book of Job, the most ancient writing in
the Bible, has an allusion to the plow in
the first chapter, and there are sculp
oi
want of any kln<l of Finish for Inel'lc
tures of the plow on ancient monuments
work, een<l In your onler*. Pine Lum
which date back four thousand yearn.
! <alaicled on hand Cbeap for Cash.
The tiret idea of the plow was a crooked stick, of which various shapes were
and Job
used. When we let our thoughts trace
back, and try to imagine the ancients a'
Matched I'lne Sheathing for Sale.
work with this simple implement, and
then consider the wonderful plows of
E. W. IHWULKIt,
Maine. to-day, we exclaim "Wonderful!" Won
....
v'est Sumner,
derlul indeed are these great and mighty
things which have growu from such
a.
small beginnings, and in growing have
such mighty
15 years expert Watch- brought along with them
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begins early, and ends late. It is full
sun rise to bed time. Being
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> backache.
It >s hard for her to get
m the morning, she is so tired and
η out. She does not sleep well, has

f work from

poor appetite and is
nervous. Her bladder
gives her trouble too,
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will cure all that,
and make her again
3 : RONG,
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Some year· ago, the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station made expert
mente on adding materials to the droppings from hens, in order to find what
additions would tend to conserve the
These results were published
manure.
lu bulletin form. As the bulletin la out
of print, a condensed summary waa published in this series of letters a year or
so ago. As the inquiry bow to best handle
ben dropping;) is still frequently received, the results of the experiments and
condensed directions for handling hen
manure are again briefly stated.
The dung of fowls contains, in addition to the undigested residue from the
food, the excrement from the kidneys,
and is, therefore, much more nitrogenous than that of other domestic animals.
Most of the nitrogen is in the form of
uric acid and is very readily available to
growing plant*. It is, however, vsry
quickly changed by putrefacion into
carbonate of ammonia. At ordinarily
stored, much of the nitrogenous matters
of hen manure go off into the air as ammonia gas and are lost. For the purpose of the experiment, the droppings
from roost cksets from 180 mature laying hens were collected each morning
for three days' period. Each lot of
droppings, equivalent to the droppings
from 540 hens for one night weighed
about 45 pounds. Eigbt different lots
One lot wae
were treated as follows:
mixed with 27 pounds of kainit, another
with
another
with 40 pounds of plaster,
24 ponods of acid phosphate, ano her
wiib 15 pounds of kiln-dried sawdust,
and each of three others with 15 pounds
of sawdust to which were added in one
case 54 pounds of kainit, in another 82
pounds of plaster, and in another 47
pounds of acid phosphate. These lots
were put in barrels and stored iu a room
in one of the barns from May to November. They were weighed and sampled
In November. The three uights' drop-

pings

pound*

carried originally about 1.25
of nitrogen. Prom the dung

Princes aad lords may flourish, or may fade—
A breath can make them, as a breath lias
made ;
Rnt a bold peasantry, their country s pride,
1
When once destroyed, can never be supp

ed"

board doors should be
All cement
well protected by a generous bedding of
hay. In the horse-stalls, this will prevent foot and joint trouble·; in the hogbouse, it ia to keep the animals from
coming ia contact with the hard, chill
or

surface.

Sometimes we are inclined to grumble
if things don't all come our way. If our
afneighbor buys an anto and we can't not
ford one, we think that fate has
a
on
dealt fairly with us, and we put
long, lonesome face on account of It.
But let's turn the thing around—just
look at the people so much worse off
than we are—and then we'll be better
content to let the other fellow do all the

grumbling.

That's
one.
been here and seen
all."
"Then he didn't ever really see the
After this be bent over tbe table
and, drawing his knife, scratched at a faces of the chaps that kidnaped him?"
Stafford translated the question to
stain on the near side, and then at a
'Sam and repeated the answer.
similar stain upon the other.
"One bad a beard and was a big
"I'm through," he said at length.
Stafford, who had been watching man; he wore a peaked cap. Anything
Joe's proceedings with an air of in- else to ask hlin?"
"Yes. How long has be been here on
that bordered on derision,

! cabin

Valuable Manure.

stored by itself or with eawdust, more
than half of this escaped during the
The lot stored with 40 pounda
summer.
of plas'er lost about one-third, while the
lot stored with 82 pounds of plaster and
sawdust suffered no lose. The lots with
kainit and acid phosphate, both with
and without sawdust, retained practically all of the nitrogen. Both because of
the danger of loss, and its tendency to
form into hard lumps, plaster is less deeither of the chemicals
sirable than
tried. The addition of sawdust materially improved|the mechanical condition
of the lots.
The droppings during the day time
upon the floor are difficult to save from
When the doors are covered
waste.
changée!
At the time the ancients were plod- with straw or other dry absorbents,
there is likely to be considerable meding along with this crude implement,
of dust and
it is probable that the art of writing was chanical loss in the form
As we look back through otherwise. The readily decomposable
not known.
even fastthe various channels to earlier times, we urates will probably break up
stored withtind that much of that which is consid- er than in the case of dung
a
very considerered history is merely legendary; and be- out chemicals, so that
of the nitrogen of the day dung
fore the art of writing was known, these able part
is probably lost for agricultural purlegends and myths were bauded down
from generation to generation, and from poses.
According to the last report of thea
age to age. As we are familiar with hu
state assessors, there are about two milman nature and know bow prone it is to
lion hens, ducks and geese in Maine.
err, we can imagine the additions, subtotal droppings from these would
tractions aud divergencies iutroduced by The
thousand tons, < t
each succeeding uarratiou, and then, io ;ig régate seventy-five
which about thirty thousand tous will
these
in
editor
or
ι
ages
be
turn,
copyist
and can be
■ if the i)aat.
Therefore, we ctu see how fall ut)on the roosting boards
and properly c ired for.
little we really know of what were tue readily collected
By itseif or witb the additions of or
true conditions of the people of very re
dinary non-fertilizing absorbents, such
mote antiquity.
or sawdust or loam, ben dung
The Bibie teaches us that the laws of as plaster
fertilizer. As
Muse» were direct from God and were is a one sided nitrogenous
one-half or more of its
written on tablets of «tone, and the usually managed,
is lost, so that as ordinarily
books of the Bible were written on rolls nitrogen
it does not carry so great an exces»·
of parchment which was the skin of a u<ed
of nitrogen. Because of its high nitrosheep or goat prepared to write on.
if properly stored it is more
These rolls of parchment were spoken of gen content,
witb
The word book however, economically used in connection
as books.
manures carrying phosphoric acid and
comes from the word beech, because the
acid phosphate and
ancient Saxons wrote on beechen boards. potasb. As both
loss of nitrogen, it is
We are accustomed to think of a book kainit prevent the
to
possible to use them in connection with
now as tnauy sheets of paper bound
material as
or some other dry
gether, printed or not, and we know sawdust,
well balas to make a
that the word paper is taken from the an absorbent, so
word papyrus, a reed from which the anced fenilizer.
hunone
from
The
nigbt droppings
people of antiquity made a material on
will weigh about eight pounds
which to write. Thus we eee that we dred hens
of dry
to as small a If this is mixed with three pounds
can trace the book back
dry loam, or other
beginning as the plow, and the changes sawdust, dry peat,
four pounds of acid phosin books have been as great as those in dry absorbent,
phate and two pounds of kainit, and
plows.
a dry place, there will be no loss
There are books and book* now, on kept in
thiuk of fertilizing ingredients and will be in a
every conceivable subject, *ud we
mechanical condition for use
much good
of the person who possesses
1.25
as one Such a mixture would carry about
books
from
knowledge gained
4 5 percent phosphoric
who is highly educated, but is this true? percent nitrogen,
When used
Let us examine the word education and acid, and 2 percent potash.
Webster's dic- at the rate of two tons per acre, would
*ee what is the truth.
185
furnish 50 pounds of nitrogen,
tionary says that the word education inof phosphoric acid and 80 pounds
cludes the whole course of training, mor- pounde
of potash, or sufficient to grow a liberal
al, intellectual and physical. Therefore,
merely a tield crop. Because of their mechanical
the person who
possesses
the goods cannot be well used
knowledge of books is not a truly edu condition,
with machinery, and therefore, are betcated person.
to garden purposes than for
The tbree-foid divisions of education, ter adapted
fields.
then, are termed intellectual, moral or
absorbent and the chemicals
The
spiritual, and physical education. Then should be
kept conveniently at hand.
we rind that human beings are endowed
The treated droppings should be well
with a nature capable of these three disis time to apply them
tinct classes of activities. These should sheltered until it
The station built a waterto the land.
be cultivated and disciplined as much as
cement buildiug witb wooden root
circumstances will permit because we tight
for this purpose. In the end, this is
are confronted by nature with her forces,
than any other form of strjetur·.
laws aud life, and are surrounded on cheaper
aud Any small wooden building or a bio in a
every side by buuiau relationships,
The essencan be used.
out of these relationships come duties larger building
The immediate mixing
aud responsibilities of the utmost im- tial things are,
of the absorbents and chemicals with the
portance.
aud keeping the mixture dry
The purpose and duties of a complete manure,
it is used on the land.—Chas. D.
human life touch all of the relations of uutil
Woods, Director Maine Experiment Staman as man; and it is evident that these
of training es tion.
are not met by a course
a
penally designed to prepare him to be a
This May be the Best Year.
lawyer, a merchant, a soldier, or even
(By Farmer Vincent.)
man.
a
Manhood,
be
to
but
citizen,
This may be the beet year of all if we
enca
an
of
end
the
ie
supreme
then,
make it so. Aud that is not such a tertion. Where will we find true manhood
rible hard stint, either. It just means
and womtnhood if not on the farm?
we shall do a few tbiugs faithfully,
Our rural people, are on the whole, that
as unto the Lord.
better educated than auy other class, al- earnestly, honestly,
are some of those things:
though so far as text-books are concern- Here
Keep the grass cut out of the path to
ed, many may have only that which we
We the meeting-house next summer, and
term a common school education.
travel that way sometimes when we
believe that the education of the heart
have not the scythe witb us.
and hand is much superior to that of the
Make the tchoolbouse one of the
The truest
head and the manners.
in all the
hearts are often found under the rough- brightest, happiest places
It ought to be the place
est exteriors, and the brain under ihj neighborhood.
from which everything good and helpful
broad brim hat of many of our farmers
the community.
often contains more general and valu- radiates through
Do our farm work not so much witb
able knowledge tban that of many of the
it,
an eye to the money we make out of
so-called highly educated.
as that we may make the world better
The rural people are truly refined, not
and bring a bit more of cheer to everyby the refinement that is purchased
in it. Plowed ground never bears
with money, but the refinement of puri- body
so fruitfully as when it is sowed by the
ty and virtue acquired only by liviug
hand of love.
near to the heart of uature, and conseGive the right hand of fellowship to
quently near to the heart of God.
and child we meet.
As it was with the ancient Komans, so every man, wpman
isn't so much what men lack of bread
it is with us. Rural scenes and occupa- It
makes them heavy
and butter that
tions are the foundation and inspiration
heart in this world; it i· that they
for our art and literature. As we pro- of
edu- need a kindly word, a smile, and a
we progress in
gress in agriculture
"God bless you."
cation and other things. In a word, hearty
Live every day so that when the
the
agriculture is the pivot on whichturn. horses bear
the bg barn door slide in
wheels of every other industry
shout right out,
Marvelous, indeed, are the changes the morning they may
ao that they can be heard clear down inwhich have taken piace since Thomas
to the cow stables, and waken an echoJefferson first made an effort to perfect
salute in the heart of every living
and to simplify that humble implement, ing
there.
the plow. Marvelous as the Improve- creature
Put every bit of self possible into the
ments in agricultural matters have been
Let the world
we do.
during the past hundred years, we be- simplest things
It when we drive a nail
lieve that they are comparatively insig- know we m*an
forkful of hay.
nificant to those which the next hun- ur pitch a
So this year may be made radiant, and
dred years will witness.
the life glorious.
The possibilities and probabilities of we live
the future are beyond our comprehenSeems to the man on the fence like a
sion, but in traveling the road of proargument to say that the beat way
queer
foland
not
be
carefal
should
gress, we
to get good prices is to grow as small
anof
in
the
low too clctely
footsteps
Wouldn't it be better
crops as you can.
cient Koine, unlosa we wish to share the
to grow all you cac on any particular
(low
unfortunate
that
empire.
fate of
a greater variety
spot of land, but grow
true are these words of Oliver Goldof things? The world never has all it
smith:
needs to eat. As long as this is so, let's
and
"tu fares the land, to hastening Ills a prey,
keep on doing onr level best to grow
WHere wealth accumulates, anil men decay;
to market all we can, the best we can.
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Hen Droppings

November
Joe
The Detective of the
Woods
By HESKETH PRIGHARD
By

Copyright, 1913,
Hesketh

Prichard

was

time.

pretty dark

even In the

day-

credulity
turned sharply to question blm:
"Found out anything?"

this island?"

"Not much," answered Joe.
"Well, all I can see is that the villain bas eaten α good share of my

grub."

"I dare say," said Joe. "There was
two of theui. you know."
"No, I don't! And what elee can
you tell me about thein?"
"I think they was man and wife.
She's a smallish woman; I'd guess she's
maybe weakly, too. And he's fond
of reading; anyway, he can read."
Stafford stared at November half sus-

piciously.

IT

"What?" he shouted. "Are you kidding nie? Or how did you get all that?"
'That's easy," replied November.
"There are two or three traces of a little flat foot in front of the stove and
a woman couldn't run this job on her

CHAPTER XII.
The Looted Island.
was a clear night, bright with
stare. Joe and I were sitting by
own,
our campfire near one of the fiords
too."

of western Aiasku, where we had
gone on a hunting expedition after the

so

it's likely there was a man

Stafford grunted.
weakly !"

fortnight a>:o I left my

he

in charge ness that I had learned to connect
of some of the finest black foxes be- with his more important discoveries.
tween this aud Un«ava. I got back to From one he passed to another till he
find the foxes all killed and my hired had handled every carcass.
Stafford
man gone—disappeared."
pointed out another Island lying some
"Who was he?"
five inlles north, where, he told us. he
"An Aleut, called Sam. He's been in kept hie less valuable stock.
I see what
my employ three years.
"There's a lot of red and cross foxes
you re tninaing—inai ue mueu me iua· over there on Edith island. It's named
"Whenes, and I'd have thought that myself, for my eldest gal," he said.
only I know he didn't"
ever there happens a black one in the
"How'b that?"
litters I try to catcb it ana Dnng it
"One reason Is that I own only one over here to Eel— HuITo! WfiaVn
boat, and when I went to the main- that?"
land last Friday week I took it, leavStafford stood with his bands shading Sam on the Island. It s all of ing hie eyes staring at Edith island.
so
he
the
miles
coast,
from
seven
'Look! That's smoke or I'm dreamcouldn't have got away If he wanted.
ing," he cried.
That. I say. Is one reason why It
A very faint line of bluish haze rose
The other
couldn't have been him.
from the distant rock.
reason's as good. I was decoyed away
"Smoke it is," said Joe.
Here's the letter that did
so cleverly.
"But the island is uninhabited. Come
It:**
on, come on!" cried Stafford excitedly.
Sir-Your wife wants you to come down
'It may be those ruffians clearing out
She's due for an operation in
at once.
island too. We'll get after them."
Edith
ami
the hospital here on Friday week,
'All right, Mr. Stafford," agreed Joe.
she's hard put to it to plan for the chll
dren till she gets about again. So >oud "But I guess it's liable to be your
best come.
Yours truly,
Aleut Sam marooned over there."
S. MACFARLANE (Doctor).
"Why?"
I gave him back the letter.
Whoever's
"That's a signal fire.
I
man would have gone on such news,
made that Are Is putting on moss. And
said.
I've noticed things here that make me
"Well. I did," said Stafford savagel}. think it ain't likely they killed Sam."
"I got that letter twelve days back,
The wind served us fairly well, and
and off I went hot foot, leaving Aleut
Sam In charge. It took me a week
coing down. When I reached the house
where my wife I* living, she was sur
prised to see me, and I showed ha
the letter. You can guees. "was all
There wasn't any Dr Mac·
a plant!
farlane. nor any operation, and back
man

I came-record breaking travel-to Eel
leland. I found the place clean gutted.
All the blacks and silvers caught and
killed and the skinned carcasses lying
around. And Aleut Sam vanished as

It may have
If he had never lived.
been done for spite, but whoever he
was he lived In my cabin several days,
and slept In my bunk. I wonder what
Knocked him on
he did with Sam.
the head and heaved him in the sea
like as not. I'm nigh desperrtte. The
work of three years gone, three winters spent with Sam alone, like some
kind of a Crusoe and his man Fr[&W·
and keeping my wife and two little

have been worth 25 per cent
more in a month."
"Then why?"w
"Because I couldn't have been dethe
steamer
while
coyed away except
was running before the winter closed

"They'd

robbed you?·
-If be didu't get me back my pelts
I could give him nothing. If he did
he'd be welcome to $300." replied the
fox fanner.

••Good euough, November Γ I aeked.
Joe nodded.
"What do you mean?" asked Stafford. turning to Joe. "You a trail

reader?"

"Learuin· to be." said Joe.

Thus \t was agreed that we should
to let
go across to Eel leland at dawn
November have a look tound
went ashore, and Joe at once took a
looking for tracks, though ht

JVe

cast,

knew he was little likely to find an),
for the ground was as hard as iron
and had been impervious for days.
^
We next climbed to Stafford β cabin
"Come right lu." said he.
"Wait!" wild Joe. "You told us the

robber lived in here while he was ob
h«
the island. If things is the way
left them I'd like to look round.
1
"Have your way." said Stafford.
haven't disturbed them. I put off di
I
rectly I saw your smoke, and I badn

heen long ashore."
jœ went in and examined eW
thing with hie usual swift care.
lit match after match and

ifeout tb* fttev% for

skinned carcasses!"

That'· amoko or I'm dreaming," ha cried.

land we
as we ran under the lee of the
on the
were aware of a ligure standing
beach waiting for us.
"It's Aleut Sam, sure enough," Raid

Stafford.
The Aleut proved to be a squat fellow of u most Mongolian cast of councantenance. We rowed ashore in the
vas boat, and on the l>euch Stafford
held a rapid conversation with his
Neither Joe nor I
man In Indian.
could follow what was said, but presently Stafford enlightened us.
"Sam says that one night, four days
after 1 left Eel island, he had just
his sup|>er

when

he

heard

a

Thinking it
must be tne who had returned, he
opened it Seeing no one, he stepped
out into the dark, when a pair of arms
cloth
were thrown round him, and α
that smelt like the stuff that made
him go asleep in the hospital (Sam's
knocking

on

the door.

bad most of bis toes off on account of
frost bite down to Valdez) was clapped
about his head. He struggled, but he
more
says he does not remember any
until he woke up on the beach here.
was still dark, and the men and

It
boat

were gone.
"Toward evening he discovered a
barrel of dried fish which had been
tumbled ashore from the boat which
marooned him—to keep him from starv
I suppose. He went up into the

lug,
•Club and made

a

fire.

myself.

"I'll go if you wish it,"
dangerously, "but if I do
turn with the police."
"And look here, Mr.
broke In Joe gently, "If

said Stafford
it'll be to re-

Dutchman,"

it comes to
that you'll set put away for a fifteen
years' rest cure, sure."
"Who are you?" bellowed Jurgensen.

and not a hair stick on the body under."
Stafford digested this in silence.
"But why in creation should the
chaps have taken the trouble to bring
over red fox carcasses?" he inquired
at

length.

"That's easy answered. They was
after your best stock. It's pretty likely they didn't take them far, and they
wouldn't want you nosing about for
your live foxes."
"Is that itr
The robbers was
"Another thing.
six days or more on Eel island. Now,
they could catch and kill all your fax-

But to catch them so they
be hurt would take time.
No, your foxes ain't dead yet, and they
ain't far off, neither, aud your Aleut
knows who's got them. He told you
he'd been eight days on this island,

es

in two.

wouldn't

didn't he?"
OIUUUIU

UUUUCU.

U'V»'»

what he said."
"Ile lied. I knew it the moment I
set eyes on his tiro. Not enough ash
to this Are to make heat to keep a
man without a blanket comfortable for
eight days this weather. And look!
The boughs he's broke off for his bed.
They're too fresh. Ag'ln, he ain't got
no ax here, yet the charred ends of
the thicker bits on the· Are has been
It's clear as light.
cut with an ax.
The robbers ferried Sam across here
about two days back, cut some wood
for him so he shouldn't be too cold,
gave him grub to last till 'bout the
time you'd likely be home and left
him."
"I guess

you're right
grateful to you."

I see it now.

I'm
Stafford reached for Ills ritle, but Joe
Intervened.
"Stay you still, and I'll show you the
way we do 111 the lumber camps."
Sam's strong, squat figure advanced
toward us. As he stooped to throw the

wood he had brought on the ground
Joe caught his shoulder with one hand
and snatched the knife from his belt
with the other. And theu there flashed across the features of the Aleut an
expression like a mad dog's. lie flung
himself, gnashing and snarling, on No-

Since then he's

us.

"What's happened Γ I asked.
Then
"He's confessed, all right"
Stafford looked at Joe. "It ell went
through Just the way you said. It
was a rival fox farmer. Jurgensen. did
Landed on Eel island with his
it.
wife the night I left, they were there
until two days ago; took them all their
time and Sam's to get my foxes. Then

they brought

him over here."
*«···«·

And now 1 will leave out any account of the events of the next sixteen hours which we spent in the
Rkiff and pick up the thread of this

make me believe you had by leaving
the skinned carcasses of a lot of red
foxes. Three days ago you left Erf

island."

place?"
"Oh, It was Just one of pop's
tlons, I suppose," said Linda, with

do with the

no

the
rather weary tolerance of the modern

daughter.

"They

there."

a

are

dangerous lot round

"He knew that

They

are

squatters

—trappers who have squatted among
those woods and hills for generations.
Of course they think the country belongs to them. Pop knew that, and In
his opinion the compensation Julius
Fischer offered ami gave them was In-

adequate."

I
"It would be," 1 commented.
could without effort Imagine Julius
Fischer's views on compensation, for
I had met him in business.
"Well, father went into the master,
and he found that the squatters had a
good deal to be said for their side of
the case, so that he did what he

ther's game wardens had been shot at"
"Shot at?"
Linda nodded the Greek head I admired so much.
"Yes. Last autumn father put on a
couple of wardens to look after the
all
game, and they have been there
winter. From their reports they have

got on quite well with the squatters,
and now suddenly, for no reason that
they can guess, one of them, William
Worke by name, has been llred upon In

his camp."
"Killed?" I asked.
"No, but badly wounded. He said he
was sure the bullet could have been
put into his heart Just as easily, but It
was sent through his knee by way of a
notice to quit, he thinks."
"Those folks up there must be half

savages."
"They are. but that's not all.

Three
ago a letter came, nieaut for faWhoever
ther. but addressed to me.
wrote it must have seen father and
knew that he was not the kind of tnau
who could be readily frightened, so
they thought they would get at him
through me. It was a horrible letter."
The words were written upon a sheet
torn from an old account book. They

days

'I'll shoot him when the hand reaohea
the hour."
"He's the man that told me your
wife was weakly and spilled tbe water
from the kettle when she lifted It, for
he found her tracks at my place by the
stove, lie's the man that discovered
ax cut log ends In Aleut Snni's tire on
Edith island when we knew Sam had
He's tbe man I owe
no ax with hhu.
a

lot to."

"Me also," said Jurgensen venomously as he bowed his head. "Vot you
vant—your terms?" he asked at lust.
Stafford bad his answer ready.

"My

own foxes—that's restoration—and two
of yours by way of interest—that's ret-

ribution."

"Ant if I say no?"
"You won't. Where's my foxes?"
Jurgensen hesitated, but clearly there
could be only one decision In'the cirvuuiniauvco,

mm·.

»»v—

—.—

ran as

follows:

You, Petersham, you mean skunkDon't you come In our wods unies yor
willing to pay five thousand dollars Bring
the KOt «la and youl be told wher to put it.
so It will pome Into the hands of riterr
Dollars ain't notliln to you, hut they can
keep an expanding bulet out y or hide.
"Do you think it is a hoax?"
"Well. no. I can't honestly say I do."

"Which means. In plain language,
that if father does not pay up that $R.000 he will be shot."
"Not necessarily. Ile need not go up
to Kalmacks this fall."
"But of course he will go! He's more
set on going than ever. You know father when lie's dealing with men. And
he persists In Ills opinion that the let
ter is probably only bluff."
I considered for a little before I
spoke. "Linda, have you really sent
for me to try to persuade your father
that It would be wiser for him not to

nels," he answered.
"Wire InclosuresV cried Stafford in
disgust.
go to Kalmacks?"
"Tee."
"I
Linda's lip curled scornfully.
"You can't trroff a decent pelt In a should not
put it Just like that! I can
cage," snapped Stafford, with the ea- Imagine father's answer If you did.
gerness of η fanatic mounted upon bis I'm afraid It will lie no good letting
hobby. "You must let them live their you sny anything you don't know how."
natural life as near as possible or their
"You mean that I have no tact?"
color suffers. The pigmentary glands
She smiled at me. and I Instantly
get affected"—
forgave her "Well. perhaps I do. but
I haf read of all that In
"Poof!
the book 'Zlentiflc Zelection of Color

you know it Is far better to be able to
give help than just to tall: about it.
Father Is determined on going lo Kalmacks. and i want you to come with

Forms.'
"Yes," put in Joe, "you read a good
bit while you were at Mr. Stafford's U8."
place, that's so—lying In Mr. Stafford's
"Us?" I cried.
bunk."
"Naturally, I'm going."
"You
"But It is absurd! Your father would
Jurgensen raised startled eyes.
"

me?"
"No."

allow It!"
"lie can't prevent It. dear James,"
she said softly. "I don't for a moment
suppose that even the Kalmacks people
\i»#l father Is
would attack a woman
I'm go
all that I have In the world
never

see

"How jou know then?"
"1 guess the
Joe laughed.
must 'a' told me," said he.

spiders

tag."
CHAPTER XIII.
"Then 1 suppose I shall have to go
Linda Petersham.
But tell me what pursue does
too.
JOE had bidden me your father think he will serve by unfarewell at the Mttle siding dertaking this very risky expedition?"
the
picturesque
known
by
"He believes that the general feeling

NOVEMBER

of Silent Water.
'Spect you'll be back again. Mr.
Quaritch, as soon as you've ilxed them
name

"

mining contracts, and then, mayα
be, we'll try a wolf hunt There's
Nobtidy pack comes eut on the Lac
Ice when It's moonlight."
But the shackles of business are not
so easily shaken off, and the spring
had already come before another vacation in the woods had begun to
About this
merge into possibility.

new

time Linda Petersham rang me up on
the telephone and demanded my presence at lunch.
"But I aui engaged." said I. "What

la it?"
"I will tell you when you come. I
want you.".
I made another effort to explain my
last
position, but Linda had said her
word and rung off. I smiled as I called up the picture of α small Greek
head crowned with golden bair, a pair
of dark blue eyes and α mouth wear-

ing

a

rather Imperious expression.

The end of it was that I went, for I
have known Linda ail her Ufe. The
Petersham family consists of Linda
and her father, and, though In busirelations Mr. Petersham is a powto be reckoned with, at home he extots for the sole apparent purpose of
carrying out his charming daughter's
wishes. It is a delightful house to go
I
to, for they are the happiest people

ness
er

know.

I found myself the only guest, which
me, for the Petersham man-

surprised

sion has a

reputation

for

hospitality.

"James, I want you to do this fot
history ac«in with Stafford knocking me. I want you to persuade pop not
to do something."
at the door of the Jurgensens' cabin
You don't
We had landed
1 persuade him?
"I?
on Upsala island.
need me for that—you, who can make
there after dark.
Joe and I stood back while Stafford him do or not do anything, Just as you
faced the door. It wus thrown open, wish!"
"I thought I could, but I find I can't"
and a big gingerbread Swede demand"How is that?"
ed hie business.
"I've just called around to take beck
"Well, be Is set on going back to
Kalmacks."
my foxes," said Stafford.
"Vot vox es?"
"Kalmacks? I know It is the place
"The blacks and silvers you stole.™
"You are madt!"
"Shut it!" cried Stafford. "Ten daye
ago you and your wife, having decoyed me away to Valdez, went to Eel island. You were there eight days, during which time you cleaned out every
animal I owned on it. I know you
didn't kill them, though you tried to

"Bot Fischer bad trouble from tne
he went op to shoot at Kalmucks
He had to rua for it. so I, was told.
Didn't your father know that? Why
did Mr. Petersham have anything to

day

thought was fair by then». lie paid
them good high prices for their rights,
or whut they considered to l>e their
rights, for in law, of course, they possessed none. Every one seemed pleased
and satisfied, and we were looking forward to going there this spring for the
Ashing when news came that one of fa-

"I allow we saw some skinned carcasses, but they was the carcasses of
red ftiiee worth no more than $10
apiece instead of a thousand. I examined those carcasses mighty careful.
Their eyes wasn't the right color for
For
That's one thing.
black foxes.
another, I found some red hall's. It
ain't in nature you can take a pelt off

Stafford joined

eaten

The big Swede snatched up a rifle by
the door and stepped out.
"Get out of here," he cried, "or"—
He paused on catching sight of Joe and

forgot their

"You'd best go."
You don't really
"Good heavens!
mean"— I cried.
.loe and 1 went
Stafford winked,
down to the beach below.
A quarter of an hour passed before

in particular?"
"I believe It may have been Trapper
He's had a down on me
Simpson.
UilB good while back. Well, if » »
lilu., lie » paid me out gowl. the black·

was

You've

dead?

minutes to the hour.
"I'm telling him if he don't.confess,'
he said, "I'll shoot him when the hand
reaches the hour." He turned to us.

down. See? Even as earlyasthlaln
the year the pelts were worth $15.OW.
"Suspect any one
"My!" said Joe.

discovered who it

"Ain't

The Aleut shook his head.
Stafford pulled out his revolver, opened the breech, made^ure it was loadNext he held his
ed and cocked it.
watch in front of Sam's face and pointed out the fact that it wanted but Ave

"Look!

Vot then?" Jeered Jurgensen.
over to Edith island
and marooned my man Aleut Sam, who
was in the robl>ery with you."
"Zo!

"Then you rowed

up the hill that formed the center of
(he island.
"I told him to go gather some more
wood while the kettle's boiling. Now
you can talk and tell me who you think
has the pelts of my foxes."
"Your foxes ain't dead."

got my foxes?"

pause.

"Hard words don't bring down nor
mau nor deer." said Joe.
There was a silence; then I said.
"What would you give the man that

the wizened fig-

saw

of α woman squeezing out under
the big Swede's elbow. She bad a narrow face, with blinking, malevolent
eyes, that she fixed on Stafford.

"You mean he's in the robbery?"
"He sure is.
And, what's more, it
looks to me like he's your only chance
of getting your foxes back. Here he
comes."
A moment later Sam appeared in
sight walking up the narrow track between the rocks, kettle in hand. StafSam
ford spoke to him In Aleut.
grunted in acquiescence, and went off

vember.
But he was in the grip of a man too
strong for him, and, though he return
ed again and again to the attack, the
huge young woodsman twisted him to
earth, where Stafford and I tied his
struggling limbs.
This done we rolled him over.
"Now," said Stafford, "who is it has

gals down at Valdez."
"Look here, ain't H a blt early in the
year to kill foxes?" said Joe. after a

guard."

"What's he been doing all the time?"
"Just ■wandering around."
"Where has he been camped?"
Stafford raised his thumb over his
shoulder. "In the scrub above here."
Joe nodded.
"Well, let's go to bis
camping place and boll the kettle. He'll
eure have a bit of fire there."
Joe stirred the smouldering logs Into
life, but in doing so was so unfortunate
as to overturn the kettle.
"That's bad," said he. "Best tell your
man to get some more water."
Stafford sent off Sam on his errand;
but no sooner had the Aleut disappeared than November was on his knees
examining the charred embers and
delving among the ashes.
"Get rid of your hired man for a
while longer, only so he don't suspect
anything." he said. "I hear him com-

As be spoke I

ure

ing."

"You said she was

moose of the west.
"I thought maybe she was. for if she
I was talking when suddenly Joe
hadn't spilt the water out of the kettle
me.
touched
most times she took It off the stove
"Shsh!" he whispered. "There's some
there wouldn't be any track, and here
creek."
the
feller moving down by
is one near on top of the other, so it
We waited, and I was soon aware of
inore'n once on the same
happened
a figure advancing through the nigbt.
She found her kettle heavy, Mr.
spot.
Then a voice said, "Fine night,
Stafford." Joe snkl seriously.
mates," and a sinewy, long armed fel"I'm free to own that seems sense,"
beard
stepped
low with a bushy red
acknowledged Stafford. "But the readluto the circle of light.
ing—that's different."
"The cold makes you keep your
"Table's been pulled up alongside
hauds hi your pockets, don't it?" said tbe bunk—see that scrai»e of the leg?—
Joe gently. "It does me."
and he's had the lain ρ close up alongI then noticed that both men were side near the
edge where the stain is.
covering each other with revolvers There's plenty old oil stains in the midthrough their pockets. The stranger dle of the table, but these close to tbe
slowly drew out his hand.
edges nin't been long on. You can see
"I'm John Stafford."
that for yourself."
"This here is Mr. Quarltch of Que"By Jingo!" said the fox farmer.
We're come after
bec. I'm his guide.
"Anything else?"
big game."
"The chap what fobbed you was a
"I guess you're speaking truth. It's trapper all right and had killed a red
up to me to apologize. I'm free to own fox recent, so recent he carried it
I was doubtful about you. You'll un- across and skinned it here."
derstand that when I tell you what's
"Where?"
happened. Perhaps you've noticed an
"By your stove." Joe bent down and
island about eight miles off the coast, picked up some short red hairs. "Clum"Let's go out
lying nor' nor'west?"
sy skinning," said he.
"Sort of loaf shaped island? Yes."
and take a look round the Island."
isfrom—Eel
"That's where I come
Stafford led tbe way. At a short disland. I have a fox farm there. I re- tance some of the skinned carcasses
run
turned to it yesterday after a
lay. Joe turned them over. Suddenly
down to Valdez. When I weut away a
bent down with that quick intent-

great

"Eight days."
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Julius Fischer built up in the mounHe used to go shooting and
tains.
fishing there."
"That is it It's a place you'd loveiota of good rooms and standing waj
back on a mountain slope, with mllet

of view and α stream tumbling pari
Father bought It last
the very door.
year and with It all the sporting right!
Julias Fischer claimed. The woods an ►
full of moose, and there are beaver an< 1
otterv and that's where the trouble ι
came

In."

up at Kalmacks Is In his favor, and
the shooting of the warden as well ns
the writing of this letter Is the work
of a small band of Individuals who
We will be
wish to blackmail him.
quite a strong party, and he hopes to
discover who Is threatening him. By
the way, didn't I hear from Sir AnIn
drew McLerrlck that you had
the woods all these last falls with a
ironderful guld·· who could read trails
ike Unoas, the last of the I'elaware*.
>r one of those old trap|tera one reads
>f In Peoimore Cooler's novels?"
"That's true."

"What Is his name?"
"November Joe"
"November Joe," she repeated. "I
rlsuall/.e htm at once. Λ wintry looking old man. with gray goatee and

iderclng eyes."

I burst out laughing. "It's extraor
Jinary you should hit him off so well."
"lie must come too," she com-

manded.
On Friday I got Joe, who arranged to
meet us at I'rlamvllle. the nearest
point on the railway to those mountains In the heart of which the estate
1 myself
>f Kalmacks was situated.
irranged to accompnny the Peter·

road between this and the mountains
la flooded by beaver working in a backwater 'bout teu miles out. They say
Mies
we can drive through all right
Petersham needn't fear getting too
wet"

"How do you know my name?" exclaimed Linda.
"I heard you described, mlaa," replied Joe gravely.
Llndn looked at me.
"Good for the old moeaback!" aald 1.
Her lips bent Into a sudden smile.

"You must be Mr. November Joe. I
have heard so much of you from Mr.

Quaritch."

We went out and loaded our baggage upon the waiting buckboards.
One of tbese wan driven by a small,
sallow faced man, who turned out to
be the second game warden, Puttlck.
Bill
bow
asked
Petersham
Mr.

Worke, the wounded man, was progressing.
"He's coming along pretty tidy. Mr.

Petersham, but he'll carry a stiff leg
with him all tils life."
"I'm sorry for that. I suppose you
have fourni out nothing further as to
the Identity of the man who flred the

shot?"
"Nothing," said Pattlck, "aud not
likely to. They're all banded together up there."

On which cheerful Information our
little caravan started. At Linda's wish
of
Joe took the place of the driver
Mr. Petersham's light Imported wagonette. tinil as we went along she gave
liim a very clear story of the sequence
of events, to all of which he listened
with the characteristic series of "Well,
with
nows!" and "You don't says!"
which lie was in the habit of punctuatlie said
ing the remarks of a lady.
them, as usual, in a voice which not

only emphasized the facts at exactly
air
the right places, but also lent an
of subtle compliment to the eloquence
•

»f the narrator

When we
pine trees to
lunch It was

stopped near a patch of
partake of nil Impromptu
Ills quick hands that pre-

and his skilled ax
that fashioned the rude but comfortable seats. It was be also who disapwith
peared for a moment to return
three half i»ound trout that he had
some swift process of his
takeu

pared the campflre

by

from the brook, of which we omy
heard the murmur. Aud for all these
doings he received an amount of open
admiration from Linda's blue eyes
which seemed to me almost exagger-

own

ated.
"I think your November Joe Is α perfect dear," she confided to me.
"If you really think that," said I.
You do not
"have mercy on him!
want to Add his scaip to all the others."

"Many of the others are bald." said
she. "Ills hair would furnish α dozen
of them!"

[TO

BE

C0STI5CBD.J

Trcd to Convert the Sultan.
ihe first Englishwoman to hare
e:-h with a sultan of Turkey was
.ι y
Fisher, a Quakeress, who, in
I. undertook to convert the comunder of the faithful to Christianity.
traveled by water to Smyrna and
: it tramped to Adrlanople, about 400
ι.lies away, where Mohammed IV. waa

iitnpcd with his army. After many
•ttempts, Mary found some one bold
notijrli to tell tbe grana vizier mai -■
•v«miji ii was come who bad something
·· «lecture
from the great God to tbe
•iiltnu." He arranged for an audience
:tli lilb master. at which three drago-

were In attendance as Interpreand Mohammed was so Impressed
with what he heard that, while unwilldesired
ing to become a Christian, he
that Mary should stay in his dominWhen she Insisted on returning.
ions
h»< offered her au escort, adding. "I
would not for anything that you should
She got back
come to the least hurt."
mans
ters.

safely to Kngland and

was

honored

after among her fellow Quukero
ne "she that spake to the Grand Turk."
-Loudon Chronicle

ever

In the Dump·.
no
There was once an Egyptian king,
ami died
It is said, who liullt a pyramid
HU name was Du
of melancholy
few per
mops, yet there are probably
are perpetsons who know that they
uating tbu memory of his tragic history
"In
when they remark that they are
the dumiie."

A Trouble Maker.
"What sort of a fellow la be7"
"A trouble maker."

"He

seems

peaceable enough."

"I know, but he's (he *ort of a blun
In
deling chap that denies all the
wlfe."geniot's lien you've told your
Detroit Free i'reea
Acute Pleasure.
Wife (returning from matinee)—Oh.
It was too lovely! She bad on a pale
nile green silk, with bauds of passementerie down the front and tbe
grandest diamonds you ever aaw, and
when she dltd, in the last act, she roll
ed over four times, and every woman
In the house was crying. I never enjoyed a play so much In my life.—
Puck.

Her Nice Little Plan.
He—I don't believe your father will
give his cousent. I haven't got much,
you know. She—That doesn't matter.
Tbe tlrst mouth we can live on love,
tbe second I'll begin to borrow things
from mamma and about the third papa
will get tired of .t nnd come to the

rescue.-London Telegraph.

Nice Neighbor*.
"Tough neighborhood 1 live In. PeoJourney to
ple steal everything I leave in my
PrlamviUe I need not go, but will pick· shed."
mothe
at
of
events
up the sequence
"Why don't you put a padlock on the
ment of our arrival at that enterpris- door?"
from
ing town, when Linda, looking
"1 put on a fine one, and somebody
the car window, suddenly exclaimed:
got it the first night"-Kansas City
"Look nt that magnlllcent young Journal.
man!"
"Which one?" I asked Innocently as
The Remedy.
I caught sight of November's tall figAviator—1 don't know the air curure awaiting us.
rents up there. Friend—'Tben_why not
"How many men In sight answer my take α minister up with you? Aviator
description?" she retorted. "Of course —A minister? Friend—Yes. Isn't be a
Why, he's
I mean the woodsman.
pilot?—Baltimore American.
must sjwak to aky
coming this way.
blin."
8eeking information.
Before I could answer she had JumpLittle Wife—How do yon like mesed lightly to the platform and. turning
In sallue and brocaded satin with chiffon
to Joe with a childlike expression
over velvet?
Hubby-What are you
her blue eyes, said:
"Oh, can you tell tue how many min- talking about—clothes or the platform
of tbe woman's party?—Chicago News.
utes this train stops here?"
"It don't generally stop here at all,
but they flagged her because they're
Musical Note.
expecting passengers. Can I help you
"Say, Hiram, what do they mean tqr
a Stradevar^ns?"
any, miss?"
"It's very kind of you."
"Ob, a Stradevar'ua is tbe Latin nam·
At this moment I appeared from the
for a âddle "-Musical Courier.
car.
"nello, Joe!" said I. "How are
things?"
Common Course.
"All right, Mr. Qua rit ch. There's
ΠΙ—What course is Sarah stodyl&f
two slick buckboards with s pair of at that boarding school? 81—1 cant rea wag.m
member. but I think It's cosmetics.—
I horses to each waitingo' and
Russia. The Stamford Phauarral
i
ette fit for the king
ι hams.
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mi. Τ J*
Cbaaaing Grover baa advertised hie coatume and
» un»*M HnIUi tk IIM nM»J befort
7 M.
farm for eala. It ie well equip- In Grange Hall. All are very cordially
poaltry
AH
M.
i
JO
P.
inuoUi
*1
of
U»e
llM !M sur-lay
Invited.
ped for tbe buaineae.
■at «iMrwtoc iiuiMrt»! ut eat«lUUr lavit··'
Conaiderable excitement prevailed
Several from tbia place attended tbe
here Thnraday afternoon when It waa reR«c*ot gift· received by the Pari· Hi!l elerke* ball in Norway.
had committed
: Country Cinb toward tb·
furnishing ol
Thursday night a delegation of Odd ported that A moi Back thus
added anth· club boo*· ar· » *n>up of framed Feilowe went to Berlin, Ν. H., to work aulcide by «hooting and
other tragedy to Oxford County's alof weril colored tbe first degree.
pictuiM
Kus«iao »»·»· from Mr». Lewi· M.
Thursday evening tbe young people of ready overcrowded Hat. Still greater
I
! Bruvn and tome etching· from Mr. Wid tbe Methodist church gave a very pleas- excitement prevailed when It was found
A that he waa living and denied having
ilo* that add to tb· ftttr»ctivene·· ol ing entertainment at Orange Half.
mentioned the namç
Tb· club membership ii pleasant social followed the entertain- done the deed, and
tb· room·
of hla aaaaiiant. Sheriff Frotblngham
Dut larger than it any time aloe· ormnl· ment.
a little later In
arrived
a
Titna
and Jailer
Tbe Academy Alumni Club held
rati >n with every proepect of ft aocceMof the afternoon, bot did not deem the eviful «ummer.
very interacting meeting at tbe home
to warrant an arrest.
Advertised letter· in Pftri· poet office: Dr. and Mrs. Gebritig. A review of tbe dence sufficient
his home for several
work of the past seven months was given. Back has made it
Mr* James O. Willo»
Laforest Estes,
Mr Tbopaue Veaulleu.
The club has been fortunate in its line weeks with Mr. and Mrs.
most kindly who went to housekeeping in the early
A Guv Bennett and family of Poinl of atudy. Dr. Gebring has
taken while part of the winter season in a small
Ance, Ontario, bave been guesla of Mr used his stereopticon slides,
tbe bouse on Maple Street, which the owner,
Mrs.
and
Frank
explains
Gebring
and
Mr·.
abroad,
Mr.
Benuett'· parent·,
bave visité Lorraine Willis, bad remodelled after
the
and
now
chateaux
they
bftve
and
placee
ft
few
for
day·,
Bennett,
which nearly destroyed the
Bennett'i ed, aud it i· next beet to seeing these the fire
^one to Bangor to viilt Mr·.
Tbe club building. Those who were in the bouse
ft large places with one'* own eyes.
with
is
Mr.
Bennett
people.
and claim that three shots were fired. Dr.
limestone plant ftt Point Anne, going la very appreciative of the kindness
in giv- Wheeler, who was called, found that one
there to install the electrical equipment interest of Dr. and Mr·. Gebring
bullet struck Buck in the head, glancing
when the plant was established, and bat ing them this opportunity of study.
tbe side
Elmer Stearus liaa started on the milk and making a flesh wound along
four

THE OXFORD BEARS.

remained there for
year·.
Remember the men's sapper ftt Cum
The men
mings Hall Tue*day evening.
are good cooks.
Mrs. C. P. Harlow went to Boston
Monday for a visit to relatives for the
Mrs. Fred
remainder of the month.
Shaw will have charge of the post-offlc(
during Mrs. Harlow's absence.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Atwood ol
Hebron, and infant son, were guests here
Saturday and Sundav.
F. W. Shaw and Ε. B. Curtis were in
Auburn several days last week to assist
Charles L. Shaw who met with an accident to his hand that developed into
Mr. Shaw is getting
blood poisoning.
along well now but will probably be unable to use bis hand for a few weeks.
Mrs. Curtis was a' Auburn over Sunday.
Several days of thaw the past week
with slush, followed Sunday night by a
few Inches of damp snow that coated
every wire and twig and bent down the
limbs of every tree, making ft view ol

of tbe head and taking off tbe tip of
route be purchased of E. A. Barker.
Bock, accompanied by Dr.
The Men'· Club will bold another his ear.
went to tbe Central Maine GenWheeler,
evening.
Wednesday
open meeting
Amos
The Bowdoin deputation of the Col- eral Hospital Saturday afternoon.
two brothers, Solomon and
lege T. M C. A. is the guest of the Buck has
and two sister·, Mr·. JoAcademy T. M C. Α., and will have Lewi· Back,
Robertson of
charge of tbe services in tbe Congrega- seph Ratcliffe and Mrs. other relative·
Portland, besides many
tional and Methodist churches.
in this vicinity. He was divorced severMIDDLE INTERVALE.
al years ago.
Barvey Corbett, who is Buffering from
Such a cold and cough we can hardly
Blanche has coughed four some mental derangement, was accomsee or write.
panied here Friday by three United
weeks and attended Jbhool.
met by bis
Ice has been harvested by farmers State· soldiers. He was
brother Moses and taken to the home of
here.
White birch is yet being hauled from Alton Day In Woodstock.
Mr. and Mr·. Barrington S. Mann atthe Carter lot.
Mann1· aunt
Blanche Kimball has two hens sitting tended the funeral of Mrs.
in Sumner last Thursday.
and more to follow.
Miss Lillian Tibbetts of Portland Is
We have received a lovely card from
Florence G. Packard with a view of the tbe guest of Mrs. F. E. Wheeler.
James Lapbam is very ill.
town where sbe is teaching, West PeaMr·. Nell Moody has been quite sick.
body, Mass. Sbe says there are many
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Ridlon, Miss Alice
places of interest there. She is tbe
Mrs. E. J. Mann and
daughter of J. B. Packard of Monmouth, Peniey, Mr. and
Mr. and Mr·. B. S. Mann attended the
Maine.
at Norway.
Our diary of 1SSS ou a February page clerks' ball Tuesday evening
Rosooe Tuell has been called to Sumha> written these school room mottoes:
the hearse.
Hearken to good advice, Learn to do ner twice this week with
well, Be always learning, Do wrong to
Buckfleld.
none, Beware of evil, Never give up,
Clarence E. Foster, the well known
Always be prompt, Knowledge is power,
died at hie home here
Wisdom is strength, Idleness leads to lumber operator,
an Illness
vice. Be cheerful, Do your best, You can early Tuesday morning after
tbe age of G3
if you will, Speak the truth, No lie lasting several months, at
was born in East Mathrives, Dare to do right, Never be late, years. Mr. Foster
a eon of Moses and Elizabeth
Obey orders. Strive to please, Time is chias,
Cometock Foster. There were six chilmoney, Truth is noble, Learn to wait,
dren in the family, of whom only one,
Be polite, Never be idle.
Miss Alma Foster of Paris, survives. A
widow, two sons and five daughter· are
East Sumner.
left all of whom reside in this town. Mr.
"Aunt Harriet" Newell, Sumner's oldFoster came here about thirty-five years
est resident, passed away on Tuesday,
and has resided at the present home
Feb. 2. Had she lived a few months ago,
on the Bebron road for about twentya
centenariwould
have
been
she
longer
nix years, and during that time has been
an, "Aunt Harriet," as she was familarily
actively engaged in the wood and lumsome
in
was
a
remarkahle
called,
person
ber business, In which be has been very
respects. Not only for her strong vitali- successful, and had large holdings of
so
retained
mental
faculties
and
clear
ty
A
lumber tracta all over tbe atate.
long, but also for her cheerful, lively, keeo, far-sighted, square dealing busivivacious personality. Being very intelness man, an upright and clean citizen,
llgent and a great reader she kept in and a devoted husband and father, be
touch with passing events, and could
will be much missed by a wide circle of
converse upon modern events in an enfriends and acquaintance·. The funeral
tertaining manner.
was held from the home Thursday, Rev.
When a young lady she worked as an
C. G. Miller of South Paris officiating.
acmills
and
in
Lowell
cotton
operator
Burial was in tbe Damon cemetery.
quired sufficfent means to carry her
W. B. Conant has been la Connecticut
comlife
in
a
and
useful
through long
for several days this week on pomologlfort. For many years past she had lived
cal work.
upon the Newell place where her brothΕ. E. Conant baa been in Boatoo this
er Levi lived and died, and where Leslie
week on busineas.
Newell now resides.
Belen Keene Is working for the famHarriet"
"Aunt
always remained ily of Benj.
Spaulding.
single, saying she was able to care for
S. M. Benson has moved from tbe
Sbaw rent to the one over tbe telephone

Id an article in The Vouth'8 Companion on "The Longest Price of War," Dr.
C. W Saleeby cites and subscribes to the
theory that the smalt stature of the
Frenchman of to-day is due to the fact
that Napoleon used up the best blood of
France in bis ware, leaving the poorest
and weakest physically to perpetuate
the race, tie also suggests that the decline of Rome may have been due to the "Fairyland" Monday morning.
Aud yet those who regard
same cause.
Bryant's Pond.
war as not only unavoidable but beneArchie I). Felt is at Rumford, where
ficial, talk about its results as being the
weeks
an engagement for several
elimination of the weak and the survival he bas
in an orchestra there.
of the fittest!
this
in
session
The selectmen are
week, settling up accounts and preparA writer recently commenting on the ing their annual report.
English language as used in England
Harry Perham is at West Buckfield,
and America, says that in England, where he has employment on the farm
while slang is used, it is generally used >f John Smith.
Paul Mas of Bethel is clerking at the
only where it may be considered as appropriate. while in America it appears M C. Allen store, and Harry Page is
in
even
almost every where,
"dignified clerkiug at the Josiah Richardson store
If dignified conversa in North Woodstock.
conversation."
tion were only that in which there is no
Eilward Peverley is at Locke's Mills,
slang, dignified conversation in America where he is employed by the Tebbets
would be pretty nearly limited to the
Spool Co and has charge of the gasofaculty meetings of the universities— line engine recently installed in theii
and only a portion of the meetings at saw mill.
that.
Candlemas Day was ft characteristic
receive Po
one for Franklin Grange to
all right at
So many things are being put up in mona. The storm came
but the attendance was nearly
price, in these days of the high cost of usual,
of these meetings.
living, from five cents to six, that there up to the average
is a certain amount of agitation for a Twelve granges were represented. Dr
of Auburo gavi
Twitchell
six cent coin. May it never come! But George M.
if it does, for goodness' sake let's shoot au address on "Grange Problems."
Mrs William S. Davie suffered a sec
every one who calls it a sixpence. It's
Wood
bad enough to have a third of the people ond shock at her home in South
is now in a criti
call our good American cent a penny, stock Friday night, and
which it never was and never will be- cal condition.
in fact it is almost exactly half a penny;
West Sumaer.
let's not misapply any more names of
An excellent entertainment was givei 1
England's coinage.
by the school children in the vestry oi
Wednesday evening, consisting of dia
The wisdom of our Maine court is logues, recitations and songs.
The vee
again demonstrated to the lavman by a try was tastefully decorated for the oc
recent decision banded down by the law casion.
Every scholar spoke In a clear
court, in a liquor case where the re- distinct manner, so as to be heard in an\
the
on
spondent endeavored to escape
part of the room. Dancing followed un Thursday.
technical ground that the description of til a late hour. Great credit is due t(
Tbe advertised lecture by Rev. C. Π.
ft··
1\
\C
fT .1.1
L
the place was defective. The court says luu tcavuci, otioo
i/υν <u· uuaiu|
was postponed ou acoount of tbe
Youog
that the description is "merely prelimipainstaking efforts to make the affair t 1 illness of Mr. Young, but will be giveD
nary," and does not constitute a descrip success.
later.
tion of the offence alleged to have been
Mrs
N. C. Ford ie failing every day.
Plenty of enow now in the woods say
committed.
a
sick
with
cold.
is
Ford
quite
tbe woodsmen, but water is still scarce
Mr*. Emily Chandler, widow of tbi 1 in many place*.
W hat High School Students Study.
late Horatio Chandler, died Thursday
Dr. E. J. Maraton of Auburn was in
The question it» not infrequently rais- eveniug at her late residence.
Mro town last week for
only a few hours,
are
ed ax tu whether Maine high schools
Chandler bad beeu falling in health fui but visited seven patients in the time
giving expression to the changing con- some time.
and had to bustle. He is securing quite
ceptions in the education of boys and
Preaching services at the Baptis a generous patronage in the city and is
I ne church are discontinued until
girls of secondary school age
May, bu
quite busy, and can find only time
changes in enrollment in the various the Sabbath School will meet as usual kept
to go away when needed.
courses ««tier some evidence upon this followed
which
al
to
a
social
service,
by
point. Comparing the English, or gen- are cordially invited.
Norway Lake.
eral, course enrollment with that of five
Mrs. Ryerson is spending the wiuter it
D.
Mrs. A
Kilgore's sister, Mrs.
>:$0 pupil" Massachusetts.
years ago, there is a gam of
French of New Hampshire, is visiting
while the number of pupils enrolled in
her for a while.
East Bethel.
college preparatory courses has fa Hen
Mrs. C. A. Flint's mother, Mrs. L. A.
from 0.409 in 1910 to 0,20., a loss of 142
Mrs. Mary Dresser visited in Norwa]
Titcomb, wbo has been ill some weeks,
In courses wbic! may be said t> have the 30th.
called from this life Jan. 31st at her
was
some trace of vocational tendency, inMiss Elsie B.irtlett has returnee! to hei
home on Crockett Ridge.
cluding commercial, mechanic ar'e, <
teaching at Hastings.
All who have whooping cough seem to
metttic science, traiuing for teaching and
Mrs Oob*on and daughter, Miss Mar
be ge'ting along quite well, and I bear of
agriculture, the increase in enrollment jorie, are boarding at George Swan'·.
no new cases.
This gain
was 1,901
or 10ϊ> percent.
MissCeiia Brown bas finished worl
I think there must be snow enough to
may be compared with the gain of » ·> for Mrs
Z. W. Bartlett, being callet
all teamsters, and a prospect of
satisfy
loss homo
iter cent in the English course and
the
her
illness of
mother.
by
more to come.
of 1 11 percent in the college prépara
hom<
has
returned
Miss Lilla Bart'ett
Ervin Bean has been stopping at the
and is workiug foi
tory course. This sign.ficant «bowing from Milan, Ν. Η
Crockett farm again for a week or two
for vocational courses would doubtless Mr*. Will Holt.
Mrs. Clarence Dunham ?nd little son
be further augmented if the data on
Z. W. Bartlett was called to Soutl
with her
commercial courses in academies were Frumiughaiu. Mass., last week, by th< have been spending a week
available. In other words, while five death of his brother, Elias Sbaw Bart grandfather, David Flood.
Mrs. J S. Smith is so much improved
vears ago the courses with a more or lett, who died Sunday morning, Jan. 31
less direct bearing upon vocational in- of pneumonia. He wns born June 19 that she goes out among her neighbors,
as
do many
terests enrolled nine perceut of the stu 1870, (he youngest son of the late E. S but she still coughs badly,
dents, similar courses for lost year en and U. A. Bartlett. His birthplace and others around here.
Mrs. Asa Bnrtlett, who has been quite
rolled twenty-one percent.
boyhood home was in East Bethel. II<
at
Some further analysis of the special has lived in South Kramingham the pasl ill, and little son, visited her parents
South Paris Feb. 4tb.
courses in industrial education may be
twen'y years. He is survived by Mrs
Five years ago no high Bartlett,
of interest.
formerly Alice Douglaxs, ont
Dickvale.
schools reported pupils io household son and two daughters.
Burial was ai
Mrs. Ε. B. Hines and son Ralph of
arts or agriculture while 2s9 were in South
Framingham
Jay lately spent a few days with Mr. and
manual training courses. In the acadeand Mrs. B. C. Putnam.
mies at that time, 8 pupils were enrolled
Wilson's Mills.
Mrs. Olive Bisbee, formerly of this
io household arts, 105 in manual train
Lewis Olson went to Colebrook tb«
place, is spending a few weeks with her
ine and 25 in agriculture. For the year
first of the week for a load of groceriet
ending July 1, 1914. there were 429 s.u- for H. W. Pickett, ν» ho has had muck daughter, Mrs. Ε. Β Hinea of Jay. Mr·.
Bisbee is speuding the winter with her
dents in mechanic arts courses, 189 in
in goods for 1rs store
son, Leroy Bisbee, lo Portland.
domestic science and :i01 were studying difficulty getting
noi
has beeu neither sledding
as it
Mrs. Elmer Flagg has been visiting her
agriculture. These courses are subsiwheeling until the enow of Saturday mother, Mrs. Esther Gordon.
dized by the state, are under specially
last.
Herbert Libby and family from Massatrained teachers and are required to have
Roland Kipley bas been at home laic chusetts
spent Wednesday with his
full equipment to meet their special detbe
Is
bet
a
for
but
with
cold
week,
up
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Unas
There bas been an
mands.
1

k

exteusion of the commercial
indicated by a gam of 1,392 in
the high schools alone.
The trend of student enrollment is
somewhat further indicated by the sta
tistics relating to the distribution of
bovs and girls in varions courses for the
The *nKU*b
last five year period.
course gained 211 boys and 325 girl.
The college preparatory gained 0 bi ye
The commercial
but lost 86 girl»·
courses in high schools gained 480 boys
marked

courses

as

and U06 girls.

Letting Posterity Pay.

There is

a

price of

war

that

is

more

dreadful, more unjust,
and that takes far longer to pay than
is a price also that Las
and
it
any other,
to be paid in the only wealth, which is
important,

more

The mere question who wins the
1 he
war has nothing to do with it.
Questions wbo was right or wrong, who
began it, wbo gained or lost territory,
who paid tribute to whom when peace
fell,
was declared, how the taxes
which industries prospered or which delife.

rose^or

cayed—all these questions are negligible
when compared with the longest price of

war,

which all

fighting

MAluK future.
prices of
Γη

nations have paiu

war fall most heavily
Great Britain **
upon the
still pay heavy taxes every year for the
Boer War and other wars of the past,
right and wrong, glorious and ing orious. But the longest price of war is
wholly paid by future generations, and
hurts the future only. The people who
will live in the years to come get none
of the glory for which rulers wage war
*
they, at least, are
the mercy ol the past, which did not
consult them, but which makes them
pay.—Dr. C. W. Saleeby, in The \ outh s

A. F. Warren and

—

«u

equally

exchange.

uv

ter.

Myers Epstein was in town with bii
span aud a load of dry good·, as bis eus
torn here warrants a trip once a montt
with goods from bis store In Berlin.
The poverty ball at Grange Hall called
out the young and tbo middle-aged Fri
day evening. There were several couplet
from Krrol. Music: Harry Hart, violin
Mrs. Zella Hart, piano; W. H. Hart
drum. Ice cream and cake were served
Pro
About seventy five were present.
ceeds to go to Grange Hall farniehiDf
fund.
Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. McKencie are re
joicing over a 7 1-2 pound boy born Jan
uary 2Vth.
On Saturday night Eli A. Grover'i
house caught Are from a burning chim
ney, but they succeeded in putting the
tiie out before it did much damage.
T. E. Westleigb was on the sick list
one day last week.
A few from this place attended Porno
na at Bryaut's Pond, Feb. 2d.
Miss Mabel Scribner of West Bethel it
caring for Mrs. J. A. McKenzie ant

baby.

D. W. Cashing, Ε. H. Morrill and Wil
lard Mason were in Berlin at an Ode
Fellows' gathering Thursday night.

IDiiiy α Liu ruuu;
to
tbe

wcui

B.

W.
ιυ

Brldgbam

nuuiiuiu

nuu-

fife and drum at an
play
entertaiomeut given by tbe Relief Corps
there.
Mrs. Addie Forbes has been away for
a visit, returning borne Monday.
Mr. Files was in Portland Monday on
business.
Miss Ada Heath of West Sumner is
here with ber sister.
Special meetings have been beld at tbe
Methodist cburcb all the week with
some interest being manifested.
Lincoln's birthday will be observed
by the Sons of Veterans and Qrand Army
by a meeting at the school house Feb.
12 at 1 P. M.
Grace and Alton French of Upper
Street, Turner, were guests of Mrs. A.
F. Warren Friday.
Buck field Orange held an all-day meet-

day

Bryant's

in earnest. Tuesday
snowstorm and zero
weather. Tbe past week has been one
of severe cold.
Mrs. Clyde Keene and little boy visited her parent·, Mr. and Mrs. C. H.

brought a raging

George, recently.
Mrs. V. M. Pbilbrick, wbo ha· been
quite ill, seems to be improving in

bealtb,

but i· still very

poorly.

Good weather for snowshoeing
West Lovell.

now.

C. D. Lord Is at work for Arthar Fox
with bis horse·.
Mr. and Mr·. Alonzo Lord visited hi· Heald's.
brother Granville in Sweden laat Sun-

day.

Waterford.

Mrs. George Miller dislocated her
Charles Jobnaon has finished work for
shoulder last Tuesday night. It was
Alonzo Lord.
Walter Laroque baa bought a heifer of worse than a break.
Leon Kimball's two children are very
Wealey Smith.
sick with pneumonia. One is at his
Locke's Mills.
grandmother's and the little boy ie at
Mi·· Nancy Millett of Miltoa wai the home.
S S. Hall is gaining.
gueat of Mr·. Harry Swilt last week.
We are pleased to bear that Mrs. H.
The members of the Girl·' Club are
planning on giving an entertainment in Rolfe is some better.
Oenie Everett and Wm. Jacobson have
tbe near fnture.
Mr·. Helen Bryant attended the Pyth- been breaking tbe roads for tbe last
ian Slaters' meeting at Bryant'· Pond week.
Companion.
L. E. Abbott is drawing bolt wood to
Thursday afternoon.
The little town of Bradford ie
Farrar of Bryant'· Pond I· in Cumminga' at Norway.
Jerry
ol!
a
log in the rather unexpected giftt
J. H. Stone of Harrison is reported a
North Parte.
town, sawing wood with hi· gaaoline
trifle better, but is a very siok man yet.
Irwin Lowe, who has been bom· on a engine.
BaMrs. L. E. Abbott spent the day
The Ladiea' Circle met with Mr·. C.
vacation, ha· returned to Portland.
Thursday with Mrs. J. C. Harvey.
Mrs. B. C. Lowe ha· been away deliver- Ε Stowell laat week.
"
George Skinner Is drawing pnlp to
Rev. J. H. Little preached at tbe Un-« ing their painted work which bad been
ion church Sunday, Jan. 31, alao Feb. 7. Norway.
ordered.
o»tl.e town oi Mf
Herbert Gibbs was in Lewiston re- Mr. Little la a very Interesting speaker,
Fonr soldiers from one of tbe Portland
and it Is to be regretted that more peocently.
forts are boand over on tbe obarge of aswas In Portland and Lew- ple do not attend his meetings.
Whitten
Mr.
κ·
sault with intent to kill, to await the out*
Be will not ! Mrs. C. B. Tebbets is able to sit np
iston recently on business.
each day, bat a trained nurse is still car- come of woands received by Patrolman
move to the place be bas bought at West
Dorsey of the Portland police departlog for her.
warmer weather.
1
himself founded the spruce- Parts until
Mrs. Charles Bartlett attended Pomo- ment. Dorsey received two stabs In tbe
Worker·
the
of
Next
Willing
meeting
side In an affray on a harbor steamer.
pirtloulwlj Ik. "n.."or will be with Mrs. Webb.
na Orange at Bryant's Pond Tnssday.
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strained gum.

oCottih' if'ht,

Oxford.
Rev. Mr. MacKay attended the con
vention of ministers at Bangor.
Dr. Stevens ι· very low and a trainee
narse is in attendance.
The trustee· of the Mary Baker Eddy
will have preiented to tbe Preeland
Hoi*'ice Public Library xeveral book· on
Christian Soience. Tbe magazines, pa
pers, etc., published by the society will
be sent.
Mr. Luck of Norway is driving a meat
carl here.

Kennebunkport cows

ere some

He also intimated that the
All Is now
senate was pretty quick.
quiet on tbe Kennebec.
Senator Hastings of Androscoggin has
introduced a bill creating tbe People's
Water Rights and Power Commission,
which provides virtually for state ownership of the water powers.
Among matters introduced by tbe
members of the Oxford County delegation are:
By Senator Thurston of Oxford—Act
amending section one, chapter five, public laws of 1911, so as to give the forest
commission authority to place a fire
patrol along tbe lines of railroads of the
state in times of drought when there is
danger of forest fires.
Resolve in
Molntire of Waterford:
favor of 13,000 being given for the repair
of the main highway between Norway
and Waterford.
Edwards of Bethel : Resolve in favor
of $2,000 for tbe repair of the road between Locke's Mills and Bryant's Pond.

mistake.

cows.

Oxford Probate Statistics.
As the general public knows comparatively little about the work and im-

portance of the Probate Court, the folstatement regarding the past

lowing

year's business, furnished by the register,
is published:

Amount of property passed through
office per petition*.
One estate from a neighboring coun-

7.

ty,

Total passing through office,
Wills allowed
Administra to re appointed,
Guardians appointed,
Inventorie· filed for 1914,

I 967,853.00
1,424,737

00

$2,302,690 00
107
A3
36

$ 782,783.39
Statement of some of tbe business done
by tbe court at the January term, 1915,
one month:
Credit elde of accounts allowed,
$ 95,571.26
Debit side of account* allowed,
13,540.35
Balance of estate* for distribution,. .$
Total value handled,
Amount of Inventorie*

filed,

82,030 91

$ 109,111.61
93,627.47

Account* filed to be approvod and
allowed at the February Term,..$ 17,023 66
55,304.46
Already awaiting allowance
From neighboring county,
1,416 504.69
From neighboring county,
409,008.01
Accts.

awaiting action at Feb. term, ..$1,963,145.37
Albert D. Park, Register.
Miss Harriet A. Newell.

Miss Harriet A. Newell at tbe very exceptional age of ninety-eight years and
eight months passed to the higher life at
ber borne in Sumner on tbe Newell farm,
The services were
on Tuesday, Feb. 2.
held at eleven A. m. Thursday, February
4, Rev. Chester Gore Miller of South
Paris officiating.
Many came to pay
their last respects to this venerable and
well beloved woman. Miss Newell bad
lived on the farm for over forty years
and previously bad resided some twenty
years in Lynn, Mass. Always of a cheer-

ful disposition, kindly, helpful and
aincere, she took great interest in tbe

tod meke Cariboo the shire town ol tbe
new oonnty thus created, will eoon be presented In the legislature.

bae been
made an boaorary member of the State
Retail Monument Dealer»' Association.
He Is tbe oldeet marble cutter in Maine
having been in the business 63 years.
W. E. Marble of

Skowlieg.»n

greatly.

A Lewleton man and a Waterville man
bound over to tbe United States I
court by Commissioner Bradley in Portland last week, on the charge of violation of tbe Mann act, which ie commonly known as the "wblte slave" law.
They are charged with taking two girls,
one of whom was tbe wifo of one of the
respondents, from Lewiston to Berlin,
Ν. H., for immoral purposes.

The Winter Stock of Clothing of our two
stores to be closed out at greatly reduced

prices.

FUR COATS, FUR CAPS

catch cold, or begin to
:ougb, tbe lirst thing to do is to take
Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It penetrates the liniogs of the throat and lungs
and fights the gorms of tbe disease, giving quick relief and natural healing.
"Our whole family depend on Pine-TarHoney for coughe and colds," writes Mr.
Ε Williams, Hamilton, Ohio. It always
helps. 25c. at your druggist.

When you

A Bath vessel owner had what he considered a remarkable sign as a forerunner of the wreck of the schooner Mary
L. Baxter. He was In his attic last Sunday and came across a picture of the
schooner which bad been caught in a buTbe
reau drawer and broken in twain.
next morning, the first thing his eyes
lighted upon in the morning papers was
the news of the wreck of the same
fchooner. The vessel owner had not
seen the picture since he put it away in
tbe drawer six years ago.

FUR GLOVES

Suite, Overcoats, Mackinaws, Odd Trousers,

Russian Vests, Lamb Lined Coats, Winter
Underwear, Sweaters, Flannel Overshirts.

Come and See Us.
We will give you courteous treatment.

Qray's Sweet Powders For Children.
for Feverlehneee, Had Stoma -b, Teething Disorders, move and regulate the bowels and arc a
pleasant remedy for worme. Used by mothers
At all druggists,
for i!6 years. They never fall.
25c. sample Kit RE.
Address, Allen S. Olmβ-ί)
stead, Le Boy, Ν. Υ.
Mother

F. H. Noyes Co.

6urc

Due this week,

and saw uority standing ni it winuow
In the same hotel, and gazing glhntly
The snn was *hlnlng on
over the city.
the towers of the churches, over the
silver river and turning the roofs red.
'Yes,' be
'You are up early." I said.
answered, 'Come la my rooms for a
moment.' When I reached his window
1 saw that be bad tears lu his eyes,
und 1 did not understand. 'Look.' be
Bald to me, 'how beautiful It is. Just
the world and uot a human being anywhere. The humanity which lias made
its gods and its laws, built its houses
and Its churches, all asleep und help
lees as children, powerless to change
or adjust ull this that it bas made.'
"He spoke very softly and very
sweetly, and. for the moment, he seem
ed to me the most perfect human being In the world. Truly one of Russia's flowers of genius."—Craftsman.

Queens.

and storage,

And the woak and sad to cbeer

ourovm

Bankrupt's

until Fall.
Write

Hiram, medicinal

poeesf"

or

mechanical par-

"Wal," said Hiram, "I guess you'd
better call it mechanical. We're going
to start In baying, and I shall have to
turn the grindstone for the boys."
Fire at Rumford.

The bouse owned and

occupied by
Bishop on Burgess Hill, Rumford,
was burned Sunday afternoon, Jan. 31.
Tbe chimney burned out in tbe morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop remained at home
Dana

until 2 o'clook In the afternoon, and then
left to visit friends in Mexico. About
4:30 the alarm was given by neighbors.
When tbe firemen arrived with the auto
chemical tbe bouse was too far gone to
save, and the firemen assisted in saving
tbe furniture, most of which waa got
out. A shed between the house aud
barn waa torn down, and by this means

the barn

was

saved.

of Corlona has received a check for $100 from tbe federal
government In recognition of her services in helping to apprehend tbe man
who broke Into tbe St. Albana post office
Mrs.

ι bout a

Angle Burgess

year ago.

"So you told Brown that you'd heard
stories to my discredit?"
Ή did not What I told him was that

rd never beard any stories to your

credit"—Exchange.

Not Sitting.
Friend—I've noticed Cutts, the tailor,
going op to your studio every day for
κ week.
Is he sitting for yon? Artist
-No; bo's laying for ma —Boston
\

Transcript

l——■—■

Discharge.

)
S In

Bankruptcy.

|
j

Remnants and Odd Lots

After the annual inventory, we find short lengths,
broken lines and odd lots, all desirable merchandise, but
we want to clear our stock of every item of this sort dur-

ens,
at

regular

to

greatly

prices,

reduced

price.

low

none

than

more

less.

some

now

price.

36

1-4 to

of which

ι·2

are

FUR COATS

$39.00

and 40.

and

ai

1 ic

coats

at

new

recent

»o

per cent

left, black Russian Pony,
priced $27.00.

half
sizes

2

now

Se

and 14c FLEECED KIMONO CLOTH
per

our

price.
aproximately

FANCY FIGURED OUTINGS

toe
ι

only

oil'of

price.

DRESS SKIRTS, all marked down from
one third otl'and some of them at about half

a

yard.

now

10

)ard.

LIGHT and DARK PRINTS only 5 cents per yard.
OUTING FLANNEL NIGHT GOWNS, entire

:

stock put in at

Lewis, Sec.

Salarie· and Fee·
The fommlttec on Salaries and Fees will tlve
jubile hearings In Its room at the state house, in
Vugusta, Room 115, as follows :

,

SUITS
even

FUR MUFFS and SCARFS

ments tbe.-eto.

J

to clean up.

numbers, ;dl go in at 1-4 to 1-3 oil

Legal Affaira.
The Committee on legal uffalrs will give public
hearings In Its room at tho state house, In Auçusta. as follows :
Wednesday, Feb. 10, 1915, at 2 P. M.
An act to repeal Chapter two hundred and
iwerty-one of the Public Laws of the year nineteen hundred tnd thirteen. entitled "An Act to
l>ro\lde for noamlnatlon of < andldutea of polltlmI parties by primary election»", and amend-

James A.

prices

COATS and

WOOL DRESSES,

An act to amend Chap. 2'JO of the
No. 13.
Private and Special Laws of lull, entitled "An
Act to Incorporate the Itumford and Mexico
Water District."
Leonard A. Pierce, Sec.
Thomas E. Sullivan, Clerk.

September biennially.

low

WAISTS, entire line of silk, Wool and Lingerie
Waists at

No. 12. An act to amend that part of Sec. 5 of
Chap. M)of tho Revis d Statut* s of Maine relating to regular sessions of the County Commissioners In Oxford Coui.ty.

Resolve proposing nn amendment to the Con>tltutlon of the stale of Maine providing for the
<lectlon on the Tuesday next after the first Mon
lay In November, biennially of Governor, Senitors, Representatives, and other olllcers now iclulred to be electe l on the second Monday of

extremely

HALF PRICE—some of them

P. M.

2

days.

REMNANTS of Dress Goods, Wash materials, LinCrashes, Silks, Trimmings, Lacee, Hamburg», etc.,
WINTER

Judiciary.
Judiciary will give public
at the State House, in Au

Tuesday, Feb. 16, 1915, at

the next few

ing

The Committee on
hearings In Its room
gusta, as follows:

Φ

Denied It

MAINE

SOUTH PARIS,

the

Legislative Hearings.

Explanation.

Baltimore

Square,

35 Market

disthict of Maine, ss.
On this 6th day of Feb A. 1). l'.d.'i, on reading
the foregoing |« tltlon. It Is
Ordered by the C 'urt. that a hearing be had
upon the same on the I'.ith day of March A. I).
I'.HS, before snid Court at Portland, lu said District, at lu o'clock In the forenoon ; ami that notice thereof l»e published In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
that ull known creditors, and othej persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of· residence as
stated.
Witness the Hon. Clakknce Hai.k, Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In s&ld District, on the 6th day of Feb.,
A. D. 1915.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk,
[L.8.)
λ true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest :-JAMES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
S-»

The Critic.
"How do you like the meter of my
poem?" asked the poet when the maga
zine editor bad finished reading It
"There is plenty of gas In the thing,
but I'm banged If I can see any meter!" replied the heartless editor.—Cincinnati Enquirer.

—

arrives.

from such dla-.-harge.
Dated this .'Tth day of Jan., A. I). 1916.
IRVING 8. THOMPSON, Bankrupt.
Order of IVotlre Thereon.

"Patricia denied that young Waeserby kissed her in the conservatory, but
the evidence was against her."
"How BO?"
"There was a large hole In her complexion on the left side of her face."—

American.

car

cepted by law

Circumstantial.

tenance."
"But what about him Γ
"Oh. his money talks."

book your order and

Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed

red sandstone chateau of their own
on Plinthead avenue, with stalactite
decorations and running water on tbe
flrat floor!—Cleveland I'lain Dealer.

"How could two such eilent people
ever do their courting?"
"Well, she has such a speaking conn-

us to

hy the Court to hnvo a full illecharge from all
debts provable against his estate under «aid
bankruptcy Acts,except such debts as urc ex-

Purely Mechanical.
"druggists' bill," so called, now Birmingham Age-Herald.
before the legislature, reminds a friend

of the Democrat of an incident which
occurred a good many years ago, under
a former system of allowing the dispensing of alcoholic liquors for medicinal
and mechanical purposes. A mau applied for a gallon of liquor at tbe plaoe
where it was legally obtainable, and as
the dispenser, who was quite liberal in
construing the law, was patting up tbe
purchase, be aaked,
"What are you going to use thii for,

telephone

or

will notify you when the

we

ruptcy.

a

Tbe

Petition for

IRVING 9.THOMPSON,

Mrs. Blunt—Well. î.oulsa. I don't suppose you will attempt to deny that your
original ancestors were stono uge ruffians who lived In a damp cave.
Mrs. Tree- -1f my earliest ancestors
were a part of the geologic |<erlod of
which you si>eak they must have bad

Queen Esther band.

cash

may have credit

responsible party

a

special low

N. DAYTON BOLSTER CO,

Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clakknck IIai.k, Judge of the District Court of the Unlte<l States for the District
of Maine :
ÏUVINUS. THOMPSON, of Rumford, In the
I County of Oxford, and ritnte of Maine, In
said District, respectfully représente that on the
1st h 'lay of April list pant, he was <luly adjudge·!
bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of property, and has fully
compiled with all the requirements of said Acts
nnd of the orders of Court touching hie bank-

Family Pride.

Better than gems or sold
Is the service they have planned;
God grant an hundred fold

a

PERHAM, Secretary.

In the mutter of

thoughtful of you! 1 am so glad that
you and Hover are becoming friends!"
—New York Globe.

I hear the footsteps of queens,
And we pause as they draw near,
To give them a welcome glad,
A wish for the bright New Y ear;

will make you

Chamber in Augusta,

G. W. Q.

collie.
The next time he bought candy be
bought. In addition to another eight}
cent pound
box, a bug of ten cent
store candy for tbe dog.
"Ob, William!" said Kllznhetn. "How

:

on

we

On Friday, Feb. 19th, at
Two O'clock, P. M.

"That blamed old cur ate halt ol
that box of eighty cent candy," be
said, referring to Elizabeth's Scotch

From the harvest flelds all white,
^ here the laborers are few.
While the day declines to night,
The Church la calling you.

To

at the Senate

trouble.

Welcome, Queen Esther bands!
You are needed far and near;
To help where tbe tempter stands,

oublie heariher

Or

price.

Rumford Court House Matter

Fine Encouragement.
Willie was of an economical turn ol
mind. He called upon Elizabeth man}
times before he bought her η hox ol
candy. At last be loosened up and
bought un eighty cent pound box.
That evening his brother notlceo
that be bad a grouch on aud asked tb<

I bear the footsteps of queens,
Our loyal queens of today;
And may tbe blessing of heaven
8peed them upon their way ;
Ana many stars may they win
For the crowns that they shall wear,
Triumphant over sin
In the heavenly kingdom fair.

a

This is the Coe-Mortimer Brand.

If you will come to the car on its arrival to get
your supply and save us the expense of hauling

County delegation

Oxford

Ν

made by the largest independent Fertilizer Co. in
the United States and are always satisfactory.

Legislative Notice.

The

of

Carload

a

= FERTILIZERS""

w Anted.

will pive

Have

We

affaire of tbe world, keeping up with the
times by reading much current literaprison,
Sbe visited
ture which came to hand.
tbe Centennial Exposition at Philadel- and helpless children or, If he Is alone,
phia, and what she saw there greatly in- save a bit of capital against that blackterested ber in tbe world's progress. In est day of liberation—In other words,
Position on a farm for young man, age
the seventies she laid away fifty dollars
give him work and hope, the two 10, used to farm work, weight 150, good
In gold coin which was to be used to pay
health. Wages expected §10 per month
things which all men need In order to
the expenses of her funeral, and after all
for first year, and laundry and mending
will have set him on the I
live—and
you
sbe
as
tbe
these years
done freo. Addresswiehet,
money,
blin of
To the last road to citizenship. Deprive
was used for this purpose.
ee
WALTER WHEELER,
will as surely I
South Paris, Me.
sbe bad the loving and constant care of work and hope and you
Box No. 391.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Newell, and sbe will bave set him on the road to criminal
"
be greatly missed by many relatives and Ity.—From "\he Man In the Cuge
An Impression of Gorky.
"Once when I was elnglng In Nljnl
early In tbe morning." wild Challaplne,
Russia's greatest singer, "1 looked out

Norway

FARMERS!

ind

Dr. Orin Stevens.
Orin Stevens, M. D., died at bla home
in Oxford on Friday, tbe 5tb, at the age
of 89 vears. 7 months and 6 days.
Doubtless it may surprise some of tbose
who were familiar with Dr. Stevens' appearance to learn of hie advauced age, as
he was so well preserved. He was born
io Woodstock, but bas been in practice
in Oxford for more than forty years.
Πβ leaves a widow, wbowas a tbird wife.
No children survive him, a son having
died in Woodstock within a few years.
Be bas one granddaughter, and two sisters, and there are several children of
bis widow who now live or have lived in
the family. The funeral was held at the
Methodist church in Oxford on Sunday,
attended by Kev. C. 6. Miller of South
Paris. Craigie Lodge, K. of P., of Oxford, of which he was a mombe", was in
attendance in a body. Dr. Stevens was
also an Odd Fellow. The remains were
taken on Monday to Bryant's Pond, for
burial at South Woodstock.

(2 Stores)

South Paris

_____

j

It will cost but little.

Make Yourself Comfortable.

Tbe United States government has reCan't look well, cat well or feel well with lmblood. Keep the blood pure with Burdock
ceived $99.40 In settlement for a single
Bittern. Kat simply, take exercise, keep
lood
sugar pine tree which wan cut in tres- clean and good health Is pretty sure to follow.
pass in tbe Stanislaus National Forest, #100 a bottle.
in California, and which yielded more
than enough actual lumber to build a
QUESTON CLEARED UP
-rood-sized suburban frame house. The
.'tee reeled 18,633 board feet and was
valued at 15 26 per thousand feet.
South Paris Readers Can No Longer
Not many trees contain enough lumber
Doubt the Evidence.
to build a two foot board walk nearly
two mileit long, ftod tbie is believed to I
be the first case on record In which a
Again aud again we have read of
single tree felled in a National Forest strangers in distant towns who bave
was valued at almost $100 on the stump, been cured by this or that medicine.
although National Forest timber is fre- But South Paris' pertinent question has
quently sold at considerably higher always been "Has anyone here in South
The word of a
lates.
Paris been cured?"
j stranger living a hundred miles away
An Offender1· Flrat Arrest.
may be true but it cannot have tbe same
The first shock of arrest and tmprls- I weight with us as the word of our own
foment Is to tho first offender the great citizens, whom we know and respect,
:rlsis of his life. He realizes suddenly and whose evidence we can so easily
vividly that the state Is uot mere prove.
"
I suffered for live years from back•y u political obstruction out of a long ache," says Hiram Lovejoy, of Myrtle
a
but
school
book,
thing
forgotten
Street, South Paris. "For days at a
alive, anned with Jaw and claw. Ibe I time any suddeu movo caused added
I
There
effect of this la overwhelming.
pain. Tbo secretions from my kidneys
lives no human anlinul more penitent I were too frequent in passage and my rest
uud plastic than the Orst offender on was broken at night. I lost health and
When
and felt discouraged.
bis first day in prison. Ou that day of strength
one of my family asked me to try Doan's
oil days the state can mold him easily
Kidney Pills, I did. I began to improve
to Its civic needs. Turn him over to at onco and it wasn't
long before my
bottom
the
In
good
α man who believes
kidneys wore in good workiog order."
he
in blin; teach him α trade whereby
Price 50c, at all dealore. Don't simply
I
may learn to support himself honestly ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan's
when released; give him α share In his I Kidney Pills—the earae that Mr. Lovejoy
Foster Milburn Co.,
Props.,
earnings, so that he may, eveu though bad.
In
support his Innocent wife I Buffalo, Ν. Y.

acquaintances.

Boys'

and

Men's

It takes sizleon barrels of potatoes to
buy a barrol of flour, mid no snow to
haul them on, the hens have stopped
laying and tbo well has gone dry, laments tbe" Good Corner" correspondent
of the Mars Hill View.

Tree Brings $ioo.

Cheap

To Be Sold

THAT~COUGH—NOW

STOP

were

~~One

WINTER CLOTHING

j

One killed on the railroad treok·, rerights. Attorney-General Pattangall was jently, was worth $400, aocordlng to the
and
the
called In, and told
owner.
governor
council that the governor's order was a
A bill to divide Aroostook County,

North Buckfleld.
Mrs. 0. A. Holmes has been on a visit
to her sister, Mrs. A. L. Purkis, in Auburn.
Bragdon's moving pictures are well attended. Tbe pictures are of a good
class.
Some of the farmers are getting ice.
C. B. Keene has sold his horse to his
son, Y. C. Keene. He bas also sold bis
cow and purchased another.
Will Harris of Augusta has been visiting in this vicinity.
E. D. Heald is better at this writing.
The third and fourth degrees will be
conferred at Mountain Orange Feb. 6.
Ν. E. Bessey is able to get out on
orutcbes.
Ethel Bock has finished work at P. C.

Creole Is the eucood
slxe, with some

{range In the eUte in
jver MO memberi.

(Read by Mrs. Julia E. Abbott at a reception
to the Queen Esther Circle or Duerlng Memorial
Tbe union service on Sunday evening, Church.)
I bear the footsteps of queens
Jan. 31, was at the Congregational
In the aisles of long ago;
church. Rev. Mr. Uoyt was the speakAnd tbey live and love again
er.
In the light of history's glow:
Rev. Mr. McDonald spent last week in
They glide through the misty light
In costumes of beauty rare,
Bangor attending tbe convention. He
And their jewels glitter bright,
was called home on Wednesday for the
And their faces still seem fair.
funeral service of Mrs. Rowe, but returnI hear the footsteps of queens,
ed that evening.
And one queen honored stands,
Tbe Congregational Circle met at A.
Nobler than all tbe rest
F. Johnson's on Wednesday, Feb. 3.
Among the royal banda;
Esther, tbe beautiful queen,
has
returned from
M re. Sanborn
Kcady to do, and to dare,
Bridgton, where she spent several days.
Whatever the cost should mean,
Mrs. Mary Moulton bas returned to
For the sake of her people there.
her home in Buxton after having spent
I hear the footsteps of queens
several weeks with friends bere.
Who bear her honored name,
Mrs. J. R. Hill is visiting her son in
A noble, loyal band,
Unknown to worldly fame,
Center.
Conway
Yet with eager feet to go,
Misses Flora
Qetchell and Helen
And willing hearts and hands,
'Tie the sweetest joy they know
Stickney are visiting Mrs. Hannah McTo obey the King's commands.
Kenney at North Sebago.
Mies Ida Feitsenden has finished work
I hear the footsteps of queens
in the post office and ia at hnme.
In the fair kingdom of Truth;
With all the graces and gifts
Of strong and beautiful youth;
East Waterford,
For grent things are they come
Mrs. L. E. Mclntire, Miss Lizzie Hall
In this the time of need,
To help the lost ones home,
and Mrs. Lulu Pinkham attended PomoAnd earth's redemption speed.
at
Pond.
na

Ids Tidd of Bangor and Mr·. Annie
j Imerj of Danfortb, joined In a birthday
I >arty. It waa a joint birthday for tbey
ire triplet·, and aa far aa known, are
be oldeat triplets in eastern Maine, and
ioubtleaa tbe oldeat living trio of aiatera
>orn at tbe aarao time in the entire atate
, >f Maine.
They were born on Jan. 5,
1861, and are therefore 54 years old. Tbe
, rlpleta were tbe
daughter· of Mr.
ι md Mra. Hoaea White of Danfortb, who
ividently had an ear for alliteration, aa
hey narn^d their triplets, Abbie, Annie
ind Ada. Abbie, Mrs. Holtz, and Anile, Mrs. Emery, are now about of a
tize, weighing moro than 150 pound*,
t>ut Ada, Mrs. Tidd, ia only tippingMbe
icalea at 00 pounds. The triplets have
ilwuye been favored with fairly good
health, and enjoy each other'a company

Board of Trade will be held at Lewleton
Merc h 11.

East Brownfleld.

Hebron.

home.
Winter is here

The semi-annual meeting of the State

Skowbegeo

—-BLUE STORES

An Intern ting react on vu tbftt btid
ecrntly at lb· borne of Mra. Abble Holts
η Danfortb, when ber two aletere, Mr·.

Mata· New· Not··.

A Util· all αρ over the natter ο! eome
of the ItglalitlT* printing lut week gave
a cbinoe for » display of firework·.
Governor Cartia Raye the atate printers
a notification regarding overtime work,
which delayed some of the legislative
work beyond the time when It was wanted. The senate immediately roae to the
occasion, and stood atrennoasly on iU

ing Saturday.

Mrs. H. 0. Rnlfe and daughter Mildred
are in Oxford for a time with Mrs.
Rolfe's sister.
Mrs. Rolfe's health is
Libby.
improving with the change and rest.
Eider Elmer Osborn has been holding
Mrs. C. S. Mclntire spent a few days
meetings at the school house.
with her sister, Mrs. Elmer Fieke, at
Mrs. B. C. Putnam and daughters, Locke's Mills recently.
Audrey and Bernardine, spent Tuesday
Moody Scribner is back workiug for
with Mrs. Elbridge Child.
H. 0. Rolfe.
He will run the engine
Mrs. Grafton Gordon and daughter when work is
In tbe mill.
begun
Jennie are attending conference meetHarry Look bas finished testing at L.
E. Mclntire's and gone to Arthur Cuming at Canton.
mings1 in Oxford to test cows.

The Hebron Debating Council held a
banquet Saturday evening, Jan. 30tb.
Norman Richardson apent Sunday at

Not·* IN· the Ltftelatar·.

20

per cent discount.

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

Tuesday, Feb. 9, 1915.
An Act to amend paragraph 27 of Section 1 of
of
th** revised Statutes relntlng to !
lie
.'hapter
lie .0111; ensailon of the subordinate olllcers of:
he Mulne State Prison.

Z. L. MERCHANT &, CO.

An Act to equalize the salaries of tho Register
it Deeds.
An Act to equalize the salaries of the Clerk of
ludlclal Courts.
An Act to equalize the salaries of Sheriff's.
An Act to equalize the salaries of Registers of

NORWAY,

MAINE

■

'robate-

Inland Fisheries and (iame
Th·· Committee on Inland Fisheries and Game
rill give a public hearing In Its 100m at tho State
1 louse, in Augusta, as follows:
Wednesday Feb. 10th, at 2 P. M.
On No. S2, on Petlllon of E. F. Kdgerlv of
<
ou:h Paris, and 20 others, asking that Island
'oud and tr.butarles In Cumberland an I Oxford
lountles, be closed to all Ashing.

provide for

a

AT THE TUCKER HARNESS STORE

closcd time

On Ν
20, an act to provide for a resident
unter's license, with petitions for same.
On Wednesday, Feb. 14th, at a P. Π.
In labor, as In life, there can be no
On No. 51, petition of A. W. Walker and 18
for ^
cheating The thief steals from him· c tbers, citizens of Oxford county, asking
restrictions upon fishing In Sbagg,
Nil The β windier swindles him—If ddlUonal
In
the
town·
and
Little
Concord
Ponds,
bboU
1
f W oodstock andiSnmner, Oxford County.

DOWN

MARKED

On Wednesday, Feb. 17, at a P. Π.
On No. 21, an act to prohibit the digging out of
ι ox dens.
On No. 20, an act to
« n.bull moose.

blankets

horse:

Now is the time to get

a

good Horse Blanket

or a

Fur Robe cheap.

James N. Favor,
91

MAIN

I

>

STREET,

NORWAY, MAINE.

01 Suborn·, Ν. Η.,
.ί?πΐβ!.8ΙίΒρ·οη
brother, John Slmpaoo, Sat·

The Oxford Democrat

Tleited hi·

urdaj.

Mr. and Mrs. Lanrin A. Whitman

Paris. Maine. Februarv q, 1915 Tieiting
The
church

SOUTH PARIS.
SOCTH ΡΑΚΙ· ΡΟβΓ OKFICW.
Τ :*) Α.». ΙΟ 7 JO *.«.
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Continued by consent from Thursday
until Friday, the hearing in the caseι of
Preecott Pratt of South Pari· wm held
at Norway on the latter day, and probable cause was found.
Pratt i§ charged with the
South Paria on Sept 20 of an
white person, who has been
as George W. Davis of Portland sinoe
the complaint was made out.
As many were in the Norway Man cipal Court room as it would bold at the
hour of the hearing
flow of those who could not get in filled
the corridor outside.
It was nearly 10:30 when the hearing

and Mrs. John A. Scott attended the Wheeler of South Paris and Judg«
Shrine ball at Lewiston Thursday even- Harrie L. Webber of Auburn for Pratt.
Judge Webber was engaged
ing.
by Prescott Pratt'e mother, Mrs. Lucy
Shaw's orchestra, three pieces, furPratt, who is now at work as a domestic
nished the music at Bolster's Mills for lD
the high school drama and dance Friday
Titus, deputy sherifi and jaiW
night.
er was the first witness called for the
A. F. Goldsmith leaves to-day, Mon- state. In answer to questions he related
day, to attend the national canner·' con- being called to the Pratt placeι in the
vention in New York city, and will be forenoon of the 26th, and finding tie
body under the barn at that place, cov
away all the week.
ered with cloth., and a quilt, and frozen
The Good Cheer Society will meet into the
ground. Pr®"°"
with Mr·. Charles Thayer Wednesday soon after arrested. AskedI te to the
afternoon at 2 o'clock. Bring thimbles, identity of the man, Mr. Titus state
as there is work to do.
that he understood it to be Oeorgo

r. h. Kev. C. 1. Spear, PaMor
rnlti* I'rayermcetlnir 1υ :u0 A. M.
10 *5 A. M.; Sabbath Schoo
League Meeting 6Ό0 p. χ.,
W.-dnesday evening 7:30; clad

=·

AT THE HEAB-

INO BY THE OFFICERS.

Jnïd
Sunday.
L. H. Daughraty ia at Bern is, where he
is employed putting in a blower system
opened before Judge William F. Jones.
in the mill of C. B. Cumminge 4 Son·.
County Attorney Albert
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Gray and Mr. neared for the state, and Alton C.
land visited

9:t3 a.m.. express, dally;
Utly except Sunday ; 8:57 p.m..

We»»
3 33 p. ni
esprcse.

tubject at the Congregational
next Sunday morning will be

"Safety Η ret."
The UniTerealiat Mission Circle will
meet with Mrs. Charles Dunham Tues-

Ο0ΜΙ1|ΙΙΙ·

at

HIS STATEMENT IS GIVEN
are

Dr. and Mra. Frank W. Snell at
Isle au Haut.

South

NORWAY.

PrMcott Pratt H «Id for March Court. the dead mu, Mr. Tltoi Mid that aa the
body was frozen In he conld aee only

J

one, the right hand trousers pocket, ana
this was turned partly Inside out.
With regard to the olothing on the
dead man, Mr. Titus said that he wore
what he called a. reefer of chinchilla,
with undressed kid gloves on his hands,
and a pair of nice, nearly new shoes, dry
and clean, with no rubbers.
▲sked about the circumstances on the
morning of the finding of the body, Mr.
Tltns said that he was notified by Mrs.
Cutting that there was a body under the
barn, and went down there immediately.
Mrs. Cutting wanted to get her trunk
out of the house, and did so at onoe.
Prescott
The trunk was not examined.
Pratt was arrested on the team he was
driving, near the Gothic Street crossing,
without resistance, a short time afterward.

Dr. H. L. Bartlett of Norway, medical
examiner for Oxford County, testified as
*o the autopsy on the dead man, performed at Thayer's undertaking rooms.
The body was badly decayed, the face
being unrecognizable. There were two
bullet holes in the right side of the head
One bullet had passed
near the ear.
through the brain substance, the other
In bis opinion the
still remained in it.
bullets were the cause of death.
On cross-examination by Mr. Wheeler,
Dr. Bartlett stated that he thought decomposition had not gone far enough so
but that the course of the bullets could
be accurately traced, and that the courso
of one was across the head and slightly
backward, and that of the other about
directly across, from right to left.
It wou'd have been impossible to tell
whether there had been any powder
stains on tbe head.
The two bullets were produced by the
doctor, and he stated that in his opinion
they were 32-caliber, though he was not
an expert in firearms.
There were no other marks of violence
discernible about the body.
The state rested at this point.

Company D, N. G. S. M., made a flm
at the Inspection held at the ar
mory on the evening of the 30th. Lient
Edward J. Bntoher of Augusta, the In
specting officer, stated that the percent
age of men present at this inspectioi
was the largest of any company in thi
state that be had attended. There wen
only six members of the Company ab
sent. Be complimented the officers anc
men highly in regard to the condition ο

showing

the company in general and especially ai
to the care tbey were evidently glvinf
the equipment. Members of Compan]
D were sorry to learn that this was thi
last time that Lient. Butcher would b<
the inspecting officer, as he is well likec
by thorn all. Be is soon to go to Pana |
m'a, where be has been assigned foi

duty.

The officers of Oxford Chapter, East
Star, were installed by Worthy Pa
tron Eugene F. Smith, assisted by Grac<
Cusbman, marshal, at Woodman Ball
Thureday evening, the28th. A mnsica
Missel
program including piano duets by
Berenice Nash and Lillian Powers, plane
solos by Mrs. Mildred Everson, anc
readings by Mrs. Edith Bartlett, which
was much enjoyed, followed the installa'
tion, after which a buffet lunch was serv
ed. The evening closed with a social
hour. The officers installed were:
em

W. M.—Alice E. Smith.
W. P.—Eugene F Smith.
Α. M .—Inez V. Hills.
Sec.—Eva W. Kimball.
Treae.—Annie W. Young.
Con —Emma A. Ruck.
A. Con.—Cora E. Kimbsil.

Earl Davis of Quechee, Vt., son of the Davis, and though objection was made
Chap.—Clara E. Drake.
late George W. Davis of Portland, whose by Pratt's attorneys that this was he
Organist—Lillian Powers.
u
of each week.—Aurora
Mir.—Grace Cuahman.
be
an
it
did
not
seem
to
testimony,
body was recently discovered here, was »ay
in 1 third Mouday evenings
Ada—Dora Brett.
in town a short time last week.
Ruth—Alice Nash.
e i»an
Kebekah Lodge, No.
make any statement after
Esther—Nellie Curtis.
fourth Κ r lday s of each
The high school students played "New his arrest?
Martha—Bertha Evlrs.
va· Hall.
Electa—Mabel K. Leavitt.
England Folks" at Bolster's Mills Friday
He did.
a
all Poet, No. 148, mee'.s
W.—Vlrgalvn Murdock.
and had a large house, Grange
S.—Horace E. Kimball.
-.urday evening» of eacn evening,
Ul.
Hall beiDg tilled. ^ dance followed the
sheriff's office at the county
Charles Mixer, who has been employ
Circle, Ladles of the U. A play.
buildings.
ird Saturday evenings of
ed as a plumber by Longley & Butts foi
Was
his
statement
voluntary.
Rev. C. G. Miller attended the funeral
several years, bas closed his labors with
Anny Hall.
t.. Chamberlain Camp meets
(Objection by Pratt's»«orneW
of Miss Harriet Newell at Sumner ThursThe defence called E. S. Jones of them and accepted a position in Au
night after the full of the
i
toi
before
Was
Pratt
making
South Paris, employed as an undertaker, burn. Harlow Adklns, formerly witt
day forenoon, and that of Clarence F<>sbl'
Grange, τ.·>«·s flret and third ter at Bucktield in the afternoon of the statemeot <bat »hat be Mid
He de- Frank W. Murdock, as a steam pipe fit
who had charge of the body.
month, In » ange Hall.
scribed its condition, frozen so the cloth- ter, is also working in Auburn.
-*v· on
and fourth Mondays of same day.
Dr. B. F. Bradbnry made a businedf
month.
ing could not be removed until the next
«4
Henry Morton celebrated his tenth SO.
nony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
when it was necessary to cut off trip to Boston the first of last week.
day,
a
slidwith
afternoon
:
»u
fourth Wednesday evenings birthday Saturday
What did he say?
Mies Lillian Powers is assisting al
much of it.
month.
or·...
ing party at which the members of hia
Pratt said that the man who was deac
Mr Jones described the outer garment Smiley's during the red tag sale.
.in Lodge, No, 31, meets every
intimate
and
some
class
School
Sunday
came to his house with a FordI car,
at Pythian HalL
>
y
as a gray raackinaw, with more or lees
The Norway friends of Cecil Brown,
frieods were present.
they went into the house. Pratt took dirt and ice, and in answer to a question N. H. S. '12, are congratulating him foi
o^batn of Dixtield has been
a
.«Π
of
swallows of liquor out
said there were no noticeable stains on having been chosen as valedictorian ol
The boys' class, No. 4, of the Baptist
E. C.
-t of his daughter, Mrs.
bottle which was given him, and so η it. The rest of the clothing was also his class at the Maine Law School ol
Sunday School, met with Lewis Tirrell
1
*e°fc
»n*
to
feel
ty. for a few dave.
sleepy.
After began
on Park Street Friday evening.
described,'practically as Mr. Titus had Bangor. The class numbers ISO mem
more ui
bers and the honor thus secured by Mr,
done.
C ook, who ie in a Riker-Jaynes the business meeting games were played, and didn't know anything
morning, lu the morning he woke up
Brown is worthy of the highest praise.
What did you find in tbe pockets?
Te iu Boston, was at home a few
and a social time enjoyed by all.
and
very sick, and went out to
The Frank Witbam bungalow on Or;ae lirst of last week.
C»rds in a case, with the name of
was
Record
Clerk of Courts Ernest J.
found the body of the man, lying on the George W. Davis, a bunch of letters, chard Street has been purchased and
and Mrs. Ο. E. Barrows are visit- at Rumford last week two days for the barn tloor. He was so sick that be went
automobile license and other papers, will be occupied by Murray Russell.
McAlis- benefit of those who desire*! naturaliza- back into the house and left
or daughter, Mr·. M. V.
No
Miss Maud Mixer is staying for a time
three or four dice, some matches.
u Eliot for a week or two.
tion. Some over dfty filed their tirat or mg there until the next morning, when
tc
with Mrs. Chas. Sargent at Portland,
watch or ring.
m
second papers while he was there.
tlbe
he tumbled it down through
trap
and is calling on her brother Rupert, and
Is the mackinaw whole?
ir. Mason of Auburn, who is in rathit over and covered
other relatives that are in that city.
>r health, is with his parents, Mr.
Frank A. Briggs of St. Johnsbury, Vt., the tloor, rolled
er
No, it had to be cut up to got it off.
As usual the clerks' ball this year
What was done with the clothing?
»
Mrs. E. W. Mason, to stay until who is now engaged as salesman for a
third
a
about
said
there
anything
It was in such condition that Mr. brought its storm, and the weather on
h
'what improved.
St. Johnsbury tirm manufacturing agriman
being
picked up'
told me to burn it, but I Tuesday evening was about as disagreecultural machinery, is in town in the inthird Frothingham
V. F. Stevens, who bas been in a Hiker
Ye*, he said they picked, np a turn
haven't done it yet.
able as it could be, with snow, the therterest of the concern for a few days.
m
ynes drug store in Boston for tbe past
Mr. Wheeler stated to the court that mometer in the vicinity of zero, and the
the
attended
Rev. Chester Gore Miller
w weeks, has gone to
What did he say became of fcim?
Bangor, where
defence was interested in tbe mackinaw, wind blowing. In spite of (this there
funeral of Dr. Orin Stevens at Oxford
e concern has opened a new store.
He said in the morning he had disap
and would like to have the privilege of was a good attendance, although not as
of
Mrs.
the
funeral
attends
and
Sunday,
examining it in company with the state's large as In eome previous years, and a
Ίιβ cbimuey in \V. A. Porter's store
MonSumner
West
at
Chandler
Wheeler:
Mr.
Emily
by
attorney, to which there was no objec- fine time was enjoyed by all. The décMing burned out about 11 o'clock day, stud that of Mra. Davis tu South
When did Pratt have counsel.
tion.
orations as is now the custom, were
uesday forenoon, with much smoke, Woodstock Tuesday.
nex
the
there
I
thiuk
were
you
confined to the stage, and were very atη blaze and quite a lot of eootdutribj„|
made
he
before
didn't
have
He
counsel
The colore used were blue
tractive.
After the regular business meeting of
; over the snow, but no damage.
Sheriff William 0. Frothingham was
white over a background of pink.
and
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge Friday this statement?
tbe
called by the defence, and some of
chard Millefct is employed at the
Elmer Packard, Hermon Richardson,
Feb. 12, there will be refreshsame ground was gone over relative to
remain there evening,
i* Trust Co ., and will
I
Did he ask for counsel?
Alma Sbepard and Marion Gibson of the
followed by a valentine social.
ments,
had
which
Pratt
the
the search of
ifter Treasurer Fernald has returnplace
No, he said he wanted to wait till
committee are to be congratCarrie Hall, Elizabeth Eddecorating
Committee,
Titus.
Mr.
been covered by
Mr. and
m hi· trip to California.
e
ulated on the artistic effect of their laWilson.
Virgie
gerly,
a
made
Have
of
you
inquries regarding
.V- Fernald will start about the tiret
description ot tbi.
bors. Seldom, if ever, has the front
third party?
An instructor in degree work from
M
li, and will be gone some weeks.
of the hall made a prettier picture
part
due
be
made
all
to
We
have
is
fo»'
inquiries.
present
a man about t..oty
Mass.,
expected
for those who enter to gaze upon. The
.ilemas day was wintry enough to Lynn.
You haven't found any?
at a rehearsal of Mt. Mica Lodge degree years old, but didn't give any descrip
music furnished by Chandler's OrchesWith
«
y the most devout believer.
No.
staff on Saturday evening, and give them tion of him: said be «as a grange
ten pieces, both for the
ermometer in the immediate vicint!.
side tra of Portland,
Neither
the
case.
closed
This
Irait
instructions on some new tloor work
to
the
came
The
ρ
I
stranger
concert aud the dancing was fully up to
f «ru all day, it snowed continucared to make any argument.
Judge
which the team will put on.
them?
with
tho standard of previous years and it is
thougb strange to relate, the snow
Jones etated that it was plainly his duty
hard to see how it could bo improved
w ιThe Trinity Local Union of ChrisPratt
avy, some of it beiog almost sleet.
to tiud probable cause, and ordered
he next morning he was gone?
The violin solo during the conί.
much as foar inches of it fell iu tian Endeavor will meet at the Norway
committed to jail to await the March upon.
cert was especially enjoyed. Eightyall.
Congregational church Wednesday afterHave the officers made any attempt to term of court.
were on the march, which
five
Afternoon session
uoon and evening.
HilfcR) Cummings is bound over in the was couples
other ™·η\
Fan Taos will meet with Mrs. A.
led by W. Cleveland Goodwin and
At 7:30 an address learn the identity of this
at 4:00 P. M
begins
unand
a
sum
as
of
witness,
31000
being
sew
ark Wednesday afternoon to
As far as I am concerned, I dian
1»
wife, followed by other clerks and their
Rev. Mr. Arters of Rumford.
able to furnish bail remains in jail.
f
think it was neceseary.
the Children's Home at Augusta. by
ladies, who acted as aids. A well arDr. and Mrs. D. M. Stewart entertainW
«h rarebit aud many other good
What did Pratt say about the» linuor9
ranged order of sixteen dances followed
Thursday evening Dr.
t
He said they had two quarts ofUquor
„'s will be served at supper time, ai- ed at dinner
at Grange
In the course of the cross-examination with supper at intermission
10
Littletield of South Paris, Dr*. Brad- but that what they gave bim
re- « hich a social evening will be spent.
Of
of Mr. Titus, Mr. Wheeler asked him Flail served by Norway Grange.
to be près
A members are
bury, Bartlett, Trufant and Allen of small bottle, and be began to be sleepy
course John B. Haselton of Portland
about
said
was
what
to
as
some
question
Norway, Dr. Wheeler of West Paris, Dr. yery soon after he drank it.
Mfc
me ueras
was present a* prompter,
(Ills tuiru puny turn. was pitftcu
up at
Marshall of Hebron, and Dr. Farris of
Mr Wheeler then asked Mr. TitW
Ball would not be complete without
a.
the
wan
sociaoie
that
!;βΓβ was a
but
West
only
masquerade
Bethel,"
Oxford.
about what else he bad found at the |
in this vi
t
said during the hearing to indicate John, and hie many friends
Tubbs school bouse Friday β*β™*Pratt place ijiat might have connection thing
to greeting him at
Mr. and Mrs. Everett M. Bessey returnthe
men came to the Pratt place, cinity look forward
•»J under the auspices of the Scho' I
whence
with this case, and Mr. Titux described
least once a year. Thus the clerks add
ed from their wedding trip to Boston
mentioned.
■v.i>rovement League which was
a nor was any date
the past a bloody paper found in the barn,
one more to their long list of succeeds
V
organised in the district Ice cream Friday, and have been upending
an
automobile
bloody cloth under
and the people of the community arc
Basket Ball.
1 cake were sold for tbe benefit of the few days at Mrs. Besse.v's former home
Heat, and a stained raincoat found hanggrateful to them for affording them an
>ool library. There were about hfty with her grandmother, Mrs. Elira Parliu,
and
of
the
in
the
house,
way
entry
ing
evening of genuine pleasure.
:-ople present, and the affair was a com on Fine Street, before going to their stains apparently of blood on the floor
Word has been recoived here of the
home in Kumford.
ABUOTT SCHOOL 18.
ïi. H. S. 79;
j. ete success.
of the barn.
death in Massachusetts of James Dunn,
Mr*. Eva K. Ordway entertained the
The stains on the coat were on the
Oo account of a wreck in Canada
The basket ball game at the Opera
formerly of this village. Mr. Dunn was
the afternoon train down last Tuesday Western Avenue Club at ber home Fri- left sleeve and left side.
Houee Friday evening was a rather one- well known especially in musical ciroles
Asked as to the amount of blood re- sided affair. It was evident from the and few
did not arrive here until about uin day afternoon, when the time was very
singers are as popular as was
o'clock in the evening. A
socially and enjoyably spent. Twelve quired to make these stains, Mr. Titus very first that Norway outclassed the he. He possessed a fine tenor voice and
arwere
tablée
Small
said that a few spoonfuls would make visitors, and it was only a question of his services were much in demand at all
number of Grangers who were at Bry were present.
^nt'e Pond to atteud Pomona were tbu
ranged, from which were served fruit all the stain f< und in any one place. how high a score they would run up. musical entertainments in these two vil
assorted
ice
1»"'
sandwiches,
«..!·>«
cream,
tk<r.. Tb.t.
The raincoat he assumed to be Prescott The floor was very slippery, due to the
salad,
lages. He was always willing to assist
Ibere »bo absolutely mux »« b«ck cake and assorted fancy crackers.
recent clerks' ball, and this was of course whenever he could and hie many friendt
Pratt's, it would tit a man of hie size.
f
search
than
to
further
visitors
with
the
to
the clerks' ball that night, if he bad
Asked
of
a
more
regard
handicap
will regret the passing away of so sweel
Everett D. Brown, eon of Mr. and Mrs.
of the premises, Mr. Titus said that af- to (be home team, but the fact remains a soloist.
ive
Under thecircumstauces, the
S. Brown, who has been teaching
ter a thorough search they found no that Norway was a much belter team
(V I Trunk sent the Norway train to John
Merle Ruesell is at home from the
in Porto Rico for some years, recently
loaded 32-caliber, uuder any conditions.
>nd after the passengers, and got
of Maine and is with bis parschool in San gun. They found one
as principal of the high
University
-, bere about seven o'clock.
rim-fire revolver cartridge, two bullets
In this game Norway's fast team work ents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Russell.
Juan, now bas a position under the govsame caliber which had been ex- showed from the ii'St, and there were
There will be a meeting of the W. C.
the island as inspector of of the
The following is the cast of the com ernment of
the marks several times that a basket was thrown
T. U. with Mrs. Charles Whitman Wedhis official duties tracted from shells, showing
accounts,
municipal
as
to
be
e,·
L*st
llis
Chance,"
given
the pliers, and a few empty shells.
with only two passes after the ball was
him into every town on the island. of
nesday afternoon. A large attendance
t ··' entertainment in connection with taking
Do you know anything about the Ford thrown up in the center of the floor. is desired.
...fair of the Good Cheer 5*>ciety the
sufferhas
been
who
unusual
Nathaniel Howe,
car?
Another basket that was rather
L. M. Carroll, H. D. Smith and F. H.
la»' of this month:
ing with gangrene in his foot, suffered
Only that be eaid be traded it to wait made by Shepard, who batted the No>es were elected as delegates to the
Ernest J Reconl the amputation of the foot and a portion
j η Stevecaon. from In.lU
thrown
was
of
it
Auburn.
when
Edwards
ball into the netting
Dwigbt
State Board of Trade, which will meel
rtJoy (ana. LWhlbeart)
oi the leg at the Central Maine General
Asked if be searched the pockets ol up near his own basket between bim and at Lewiston, on the 11th of March at
of
last
on
io
Lewiston
School
Shaw
Monday
the
Abbott
of
York
one
Board
New
Hospital
players.
Potier; of
Harry
a special meeting of the Norway
w«ek. Mr. R >we is advanced in years
Muttons, the
At the end of the first half the score of Trade held Wednesday evening.
A.
^ WalU)D for so serious an
On account of meeting of the Trinity stood 30 to 10 in favor of the home team, J. Stearns, A. S. Kimball and J. A.
operation, and has been
v·.·"
\ L. Holme·»
Κλ
Mte' Arltne Crocker in a rather critical condition, but at last Union the Congregational church prayer nnd in the last half Norway added 40 Roberts were made a committee to look
v
.UttoJ?***--:v
M. Ban*· accounts was reported a little better.
He
Λ
Miss Helen
lo, lor', wife
ιι.«
meeting will be held Tuesday evening at more points to their total, while the vis- into the matter of a court house at Rumν
rnuK;k
themaM
Juniors at 3:45 same day.
IV*
itors got only eight. For the first time ford and to act with other committee*
»»«
7:30;
Herself
who
Herseu
1
Ernest
C.
»?
The funeral of
Penley,
iby, a μι In pottery
this season, Smith did the basket throw- that
near
house
burned
School
in
the
Home
life
of
tbe
his
may be chos* η from other boards
The first meeting
The >eneca Clab i" entertained this lost
on- fouls and got an even break, mak- of trade in the
was held at the old Association will be held at the higb ing
county. The matter as
Livermore
Falls,
He.dner and
M.,r lay evening b, Mr.
Mctries.
six
of
out
baskets
three
now understood, did not meet with- the
home farm on High Street Thursday af- school building on tbe evening of Feb. ing
Μ γ* Littlelield at tbe home of
in
well
did
also
visitors
of
the
Dowell
I. Spear, 15, atï:<>0. The meeting will be ad
approval of the meeting. J. W. Nash,
The ternoon, attended by Rev. C.
1 ; letield on
l'leasant Street.
bis line, getting six baskets out of who has charge of the Maine exhibit at
and with singing by Mrs. II. E. Wilson. dressed by Professor James L. McConev
throws.
eleven
aing's program is:
the Sportsman's Show in New York,
Mr. Penley's age was given incorrectly aughy of Bowdoin College. After tbe
K
Abbott School has a very fine basket urged the Board of Trade to prepare and
Mrs. Forbes last week, from lack of Mme to verify address the organization of the Home
thrower in McDowell, but if his work in distribute advertising at this show set
LUtWûeU. tirst reports.
It should have been 33 School Association will be perfected. It
this game is a sample, the less said of bis ting forth the advantages that Norway
Τ
-μοη*.* ln.iustry of the America*
is hoped that there will be a large at^ ^ ^ years.
outside this one line the better, has to offer as a summer resort. A comtendance of parents, teachers, and all ability
ftx k Kevlew
At the meeting of Paris Grange Saturlie is one of those players tbat need mittee composed of F. W. Sanborn,
others interested.
I
ace of the book review for which day afternoon. Dr. R F. Bradbury of
constant watching by the officials. It Charles Pike and M. W. Sampson was
! .. sset down. Miss Walker «I l g've a Norway spoke on his experiences as a
On Thursday evening of this week tbe was also noticeable tbat after Norway
to have charge of the matter.
Invita- Younger Matrons of tbe Congregational made a change in its line-up about the appointed
on her White Mountain tramp
Red Cross surgeon in Germany.
For this purpose Lewis J. Brooks is cirin September.
tions to be present at this part of the Circle will give their annual supper at middle of the second half and Smith was
culating a petition and the funds securwere extended to some who are the vestry.
Tbe menu will include cold played against McDowell, this player ed will be need to make lantern slides o(
A start on a loose-leaf system has been meeting
not grange members, and a large number bam, baked beans, fruit salads, cream tailed to get another basket.
Norway's views of the Lake and other attractions
made at the registry of
took advantage of the opportunity to pie, custard, lemon and pumpkin pies, forwatde were pretty busy, Sanderson in this
»,
it for the miscellaneous 4°""·*"'*
vicinity.
tbe
Haskell
and
and
coffee.
hear
Dr. Bradbury's very interesting tarts, cake
Following
throwing nineteen baskets,
The Christian Endeavor Society of the
which are not on printed blanks, bu.
on
tbe
the
war.
a
debate
in
will
be
his
work
of
there
eleven.
supper
getting
have to be all written out, is on the story
Congregatioual church will entertain the
"Resolved, That tbe women of
When the Abbott School players apquestion,
each
means
was
observed
this
1rs «-leaf plan.
Endeavor
Trinity Local Union, composed of the
Christian
Day
3y
Maine should have the right of suf- peared for practice before the second Endeavor Societies of Norway, South
sheet can be put in a wide-carnage ordi- at the Congregational church Sunday
Affirmative, Miss Eva E. Walk- half, they came on to the floor bare-foot- Paris and Oxford, at the church Wednes
nary typewriter, and written comfort- evening, the South Parie Baptist, Nor- frage."
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler; negative, ed, evidently thinking they would not
da? afternoon. The meeting will open
ably with the work in front of the opér- way Congregational and South Paris er,
Mrs. F. A. Taylor, Mrs. Ε. X. Haskell.
slip as easily, but they soon found this at four o'clock and there will be talkt
ât r.
whereas
the book
typewriter Congregational Christian Endeavor So
to be a mistaken idea and the shoes were
Solos by
which has been in nse for some yearsι is cieties uniting in the service.
by Mrs. T. S. Barnes and Rev. A. T. Mc·a
replaced before play started.
Whorter of South Paris, followed by
Deering Memorial Notes.
*r awkward machine
to use, and the Miss Tolman and Miss Barden added
The line-up:
F. L. Cann.
"If" was tbe subject of the pastor's
quiet hour in charge of Rev.
writing is covered up by the machine it- greatly to the interest of the service. A
and in the
ABBOTr SCHOOL
NOKWAT.
Mlf which has to be lilted lo see the splendid address was given by Kev. F. sermon Sunday morning at Deering MeSupper will bo served at six
McDowell evening there will be a service open to
Left Forward
work
Of course the book typewriter L. Cann. There was a large audience.
morial Church, Good congregations at- ettnileraon
foldia
Forward
Klgbt
the public with Rev. J. M. Artère ol
s:
has to be used for the larger part
tended all tbe services of the day. Mrs. Haskell
Benton, Eddy
Center
Frothingham aud Julia Abbott gave a talk to the Juniors Shepard
Sheriff William Ο
Rumford as the speaker and special mu
of the records.
Guard
Left
Hrigge
Smith
Graver sic by South Paris and Norway talent.
other officials were called to West Paris in the afternoon, and Miss Ruth McAl- Klain, Andrews.Right Guard
There is a very tenacious ruraor that
The joint installation of the officers ol
Thursday by the Amos Buck shooting lister led the Epworth League service,
Score, Ν. Π. S. 79; Abbott School 18. Basket*
tr>·. Grand Ttunk is niter all going to re19, Haskell 11, Smith 4, Pennesseewassee Lodge, K. of P., and
affair, reported in our West Paria corre
Tbe Men's Bible Class will meet Tues- front floor, Sanderson
Benvise the geography by cutting us down
which
Shepard 2, Κ lain, Andrews; McDowells,
The pastor will give a talk on ton. Qoals from foul·, Smith 3 out of 6, Mc- Lake Temple, Pythian Sisters,
spondecce. Mr. Frothingham tells the
to a two train-a-day service.
Accord ng Democrat that no occasion was seen for day.
took place at K. of P. Hall Thursday
Dowell 6 out of 11. lieferee and umpire, Kar
Germany.
to the particulars as stated by those who
bullets
and Koberte, alternating.
evening was a very pleasant affair. A,
any arrest. The marks of three
Group meetings will be held Friday nutn
pr fess to know, trains No. 4 and No. ·>. were found, one of which struck Buck in
the second half, Roberts, who Mont Chase, District Deputy, of Bry·
Arthur
of Mr.
at the homes
During
night
****
!t*a?»ng South Pari·
The other two «truck the Graves, High Street, Mr. Cbas. Edwards, was then refereeing, blew his whistle aut's Pond, was the installing officer.
the head.
ù \
M and west at 3:35 P. M
are to be defurniture in such a way that they cou'd Cross Street, Mrs. Wise, Gothic, and and when all was quiet announced tbat Refreshments were served and a social
Ί hi
leted, expunged, and taken off eD
not possibly have been tired from the Mrs. Herrick, Pleasant. Neighbors and the Abbott School would challenge Nor- time enjoyed after the Installation.
Tbe time of tbe through trains will oe
at officers of Pennesseewaesee Lodge foi
door as Buck claimed, but were evident- friends are invited.
way High for a game on their floor
he said, the year are:
changed so that the early train, now go- ly tired from the direction of the bed on
The W. F. M. S. meets with Mrs. Ivy Farmington, just to show, as
ing east at 5:36 in the morning, will go which Buck was.
that the Abbott boys wero not as bad as
Morton Thursday afternoon.
C. C.—Harry Parker.
about», and tbe evening train, whicn
V. C.—Charles Billings.
they looked in this game. It ia probanow goes west at 8:47, will
arrive here
At a special meeting of the South Paris
be paid to this
will
1·.—Rodney VcrrlU.
attention
that
no
ble
K. of R. aid a.—Ε J. Charon.
ab ut 0. By this means we can go Board of Trade Saturday evening, A. W. Hearing on Court Mouse Bill the 19th.
challenge, as there is no question whioh
M. of F.—Η. E. Abbott.
delechosen
were
Bean
Π.
nest
in
somewhere and get back tbe
the is the stronger team.
day. Walker and J.
The bill recently introduced
M. of Ε —Frank J. Cook.
There has been no ι tticial announcemen gates to the semi-annual meeting of the legislature providing for the erectioo of
next
M.
of W.—George W. Wood.
The game at the Opera House
I. G.—T. P. Richardson.
of the change yet.
Stat· Board of Trade io Lewiaton March a jointly owned connty court house and Friday eveniug will be with Weetbroolc
Edwards.
O.
G.—Jease
11. A committee oonsiating of Walter L. municipal building at Rumford was re- Seminary.
As might have been espected, with
J.
of Tuesday night made II
storm
William
and
The
to
S.
James
be
will
Wright
Oxford
delegation,
County
pleased
Gray,
ferred to tbe
Norway supporters
the worst weather conditions of tbe win
Wheeler waa chosen to act In conjunc- and the hearing will be held in tbe sen- learn tbat Westbrook High will come to necessary for the car to make régulai
ter. the numbar at the February tapper tion with a committee of the Norway
after the Clerks' Ball wai
ate chamber, Friday, Feb. 19, at 2 Norway and the protested game with trips until
of the Umversalist Good Cheer Society
Bovrd of Trade regarding the mattei of o'clock in the afternoon. There will tbat team will be replayed. The date ia over, in order to keep the road open
r
Paris appre
Tuesday evening was tbe smallest
the proposed Rumford court bouse. An probably be a lot of Oxford County not yet settled. The movement for a Those present from South
some time, but it was a social party.
in their behalf.
informal vote taken on the bill intro- people there.
to go to Westbrook when elated the efforts made
train
special
The entertainment, as had been anMrs. Lydia A. Titcomb, aged 65 years,
duced in the legislature showed that
the team plays there will probably be
her home on Crocket
nounced, was mostly original, and was those present were unanimously not !n
aa the Grand Trunk have re- passed away at
Qolden Wedding.
abandoned,
Jan. 31st, after a lon(
arranged by Miss Katherine Morton an· favor of the bill.
A. Irish of quired so large a guarantee that it Ridge, Sunday,
Orlando
and
Mrs.
Mr.
sick
Mrs Η Κ." Wilson. A shadow panto
period of failing health and a final
the fiftieth anniver- woold be almost impossible to meet It.
celebrated
Hartford
at
were
She was thi
mime by Miss Morton's class represent
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Haynes
ness of heart disease.
on Thursday,
ed six scenes in the pastorate of the new Sumner Thursday to attend the funeral sary of their marriage
of Moses and Sallie (Brooke
4. Mr. and Mrs. Irish are lifelong COLDS ARE OFTEN MOST SERIOUS daughterand
Persons
minister, the last one closing as tbe wul· of Mrs. Hay nee' aunt, M las Harriet New- Feb.
spent her life on the farn
but have a wide
COMPLICATIONS where she was born. She la survived b]
ow
POSSIBLE
STOP
fell into the minister's arms. A ell. Rev. C. G Miller of thia place bad residents of Hartford,
and
are
highly respected,
sweet lullaby
Mrs. Forrest D. Thurs
charge of the service. "Aunt Harriet," acquaintance,
composed by Mrs.
The disregard of a cold has often two daughters,
receive tbe congratulations of many
mother foi
was
sung by Miss Tolman. Τ'h· Tbre« M she waa universally called, was quite
The fact of ton, who has been with her
a regret.
many
theoocasion.
on
brought
friends
Old Maids of Lee, and the oailitmaic well known in central Oxford County,
and Mrs. Charle
or a fever should be the past twelve years,
cjugblng,
aneezing,
•ong bv litttle Mis· Louiae Abbott, wen While there la some question M to her
need· A Flin», also of Norway. She was ι
Three prisoners who escaped from tbe warning enough tbat yoursyatem
very taking, and tbe nightcap MMf w>( »ge, whether she waa 98 or 99, the best
loaa of member of the Methodist church, Nor
were cap- immediate attention.
Certainly
week
last
at
Skowhegan
drill by eight yonng girl· was splendidlj informed aay that she waa 99 laat Jane, jail
Harry Rust W. R. C., am
tured the next day, one of them with sleep la most serious. It is a warning way Grange,
dune and was attractive.
and will be mucl
Piano soloi She had been remarkably active io her
ia a man's duty to the Heywood Club,
It
nature.
face
and
frozen
by
body.
given
and accompaniments for some of tn< » advanced age, traveling about aa occa badly
societies. She was ι
to assist by doing bis part. Dr. missed in these
himself
other Lumbers were played by Mrs aioo and inclinatioo called, and making
sci- woman of sterling character and on
The governor's reception and ball will King's New Discovery Is based on a
a
to th
Davee. Altogether it was a
; annual tripe to Boston until within
50c. at yonr who ha· devoted her life largely
at Aagnsta City Hall Tuesday entific analysis of colda.
held
be
a
wall
informed,
In ao doing go
and
of
welfare
othera,
program, and worthy of a larger audi few years. She waa
Feb. 18.
druggist. Buy a bottle to-day.
•ace.
great reader, and aoclal la her lnatineU. evening,
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RED TAG SALE

from ber own life. The
faner»! «ιι held at her late home Wednesday afternoon, attended by Rev. H.
L. Nlcholi, with munie by L. S. Session!
of South Paris, with Mrs. Ralph Young

much

pleMnre

accompanist.

M

Mrs. Parmenter, formerly of this village, baa been oalled here by the illness
of ber father, A. C. Lord, tbe jeweler.
Mr. Lord has been aiok for some time
and sbowa no improvement.
Tbe Browning Reading Club meets
this Monday evening with Mrs. Georgia
Andrews. Tbe program includes Roll
call—quotations from Henry van Dyke;
Sketch of bis life by Mrs. Georgia Andrews, and Selections from bis work by
Elizabeth Bicknell and Grace Cuabman.
Mrs. Mary Pike and son Frank are
with friends in this village.
A new foot bridge has been built
across the brook in the rear of the OperaHouse for tbe use of those employed at
the C. B. Cummlngs & Sons mill.
The Webber place at the corner of
Sommer and Cottage Streets lias bi en
sold to D. Ε Collins of South Paris, who
will eonn move there.
Valentines form the leading display in
windows at the
a number of the store
present time.
Tbe whist and social given under tbe
anspices of Oxford Chapter Kaatern Star
at tbe home of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Smith
Friday evening was a pieneant occasion.
About thirty were present and nearly
four dollars was made to be used in
payment for dishes recently purchased
by the Chapter.
Frank Starbird was one of the contestants in the state checker tournament held
at Portland last week

AT

SMILEY'S
The Sale has so far gone far ahead of our expectation and it is
still in progrès. The people know that they lose a great opportunity
to save many dollars when they do not attend our Bed Tag Sale. To
those who have not attended this Sale, come and let us show you
where you can save a great amount of money.

Sale Continues Until Goods
ALL SUITS LESS THAN

MATISM.

now

DRESSES

Everybody

now

$2.99,

We have bad another shipment of cotton cloth, the
prices will prevail as beginning of sale.

«ame

3.25, 4.25, 5.C0.

VOILE and MUSLIN

that

WAISTS

Table Linens
Don't fail t

$4 9S SKIRTS,
$4.98 SKIRTS,

Etbelbert Loud of Round Pond,

Β \TH
Price

$V50.

BATH
Price

$2.75.

BATH
Price,

$1.98.

Red

Tag
Tag

Dou't fail to

were

$3.98,

Red

ROBES

that

were

$2.98,

Red Tag

SILK DRESSES that

SILK

$1.49.

Tag

$11.50,
THE LIVER REGULATES THE BODY
Price $7.50.
A SLUGGISH LIVER NEEDS CARE
Someone has said that people with
cbroniclivercomplaint should besbut up
away from humanity, for they are pessi25 to 33 1-3 per cent discount on Petticoats,
mists and see through a "glass darkly."
Combinations and
states
mental
Because
depend
Night R' bes, Princess
Why?
states.
Biliousness,
at half price.
of
underwear
physical
upon
Drawers. Many
hoadaches, dizziness and constipation
disappear after using Dr. King's New
Life Pills. 25c. at your druggist.
were

Tag

Price*.

Prices.

a

lot of remnants at

largi

a

Red Tag Items

PETTICOATS, plain and changeable colors, only

Tag

Blankets aud Curtain Scrims all at Red

If Mothers Only Knew.
Mother Gray's Sweet I'owdere for Children
Feverlshness, Headache, bad Stomach,
Teething Disorders, move ami regulate the
bowels and destroy TOrms.
They break up

Price.

relieve

Norway

colds In *4 hours. Use I bv mothers for 28 year".
All druggists, 25c
Sample FREE. Address.
6-9
Allen 9. Olm&tead, LeKoy, Ν. Y.

lllves eczema, Itch or salt rheum sets vou
crazy. Can't bear the touch of your clot1 Ing.
Doan's Ointment le Une for skin Itching. All
drug, lets sell It, 50c a box.

sM/LEY system

Don't use hnrsh physics. The reaction weakthe bowels, leads to chronic constipation
Get Doan's Regulets. They operate easily. 25c
at all st res.

STOfiEJL

SIX

ens

For any pain, bum, scald or bruise, apply Or.
Thomas' Eclectic Oil—the household remedy.
Two sizes 25c and 50c all drug stores.

Foodjot

Born
In South I'arls, Jan. 29, to the wife of Roy S
Parker, a daughter.
In Norway, Jan. 38, to the wife of Harold F.

Ames, a eon.
In Norway, Jan. 14, to the wife of Leon K.
l>ow. a son.
In Mason, Jan. 29, to the wife of J. A. Mc-

Kcnzle,

a eon.

In Kczar

Falls, Jan. 21, to the wife of Everett

Reoton,
In Mexico, Feb. 1, to the wife of William
Gardner, a eon.
In Canton. Jan. 28, to the wife of Guy Walllngford, a daughter.
In Andover, Feb. 3, to the wife of Harry Merrill, a eon.
In Bethel, Jan. 27, to the wife of William
Hurlburt, a eon, Ralph Gruver.
a eon.

Nursing

1

IncTvnT* th»" quantity
and quality of her milk
and Riven Hrvnirth to
b< *r tbu strain ut nursing.

·*

-I-j:. book,

Voill*
1 UUI

£

ri/?
pliMintl
"Tlio Caro of I'·1- f7

Died.
In Norway, Jan. 24, Mrs. Lydla Λ. Tltcomb,
aged 65 years.
In West Sumner, Feb. 4, Mre. Emily Chandler,
widow of Horatio Chandler, aged 7G yeare.
In Sumner, Feb. 2, Miss Harriet Newell, aged

of 3 frit.
wltli luiami η ,
Cuti' Κικ Doll Λνίΐΐ
be sent you.
.ΤΟΠΝ CARLE <£ SONS,
Desk D 1, 153 Water St., New York

high-Class
Boys' Clothing

99 yeare.
In Huckfleld, Feb. 2, Clarence E. Foster, aged
6:1 yeare.
In Upton, Jan. 27, Sara Jane Thomae, aged 71
yeare.
In Oxford, Feb. 5, Dr. Ortn Stevens, aged 89
years.
In Woodstock, Feb. 6, Mrs. William S. Davie,
agnd about 60 years.

Berkshire Mutual Fire
Insurance Company.

Pitt·field, Mm··
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1014.
Mort(ça«e Loans

At way down prices-prices that will make you open your
are getiing for the money
eyes when you realize what vou
weirs well, looks well,
that
kind
the
sell
We
expended.
since made this store the leading store for
and has

# 12,300
AH,852
Stocka and Bonds
10,232
('ash In Office ami lianlc
le,401
Λ genu' Balances
1.514
Interest anil Kcnts.....................
tiroes assets

>.

Deduct Items not admitted...
Admitted assets

long
boys' clothing in this vicinity. Kindly
fore buying your boy a suit.—Vou will

|245,30l
10,'Jtie
#234,3M

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1014.
# 5,561
Net Unpaid Losses....
136,024
Unearned Premiums
7,147
AU other Liabilities
t5,Htil
Liabilities..
all
Surplus over
Total
6-8

Liabilities and Surplus

You're

You want him to look nice at all times—what mother
does not? And there is no reason why he should look
otherwise, when we are selling such

blus." Include!

nsmi'N

Married.
In Norway, Feb. 1. by II. L. Nlchole, Mr.
John W. Ingereol of Wlnthrop and Miss Ethel
Ε JUIeon of Harrleon.
In Kumford, Feb. 1, by Rev. Fr. J. A. La·
Flamme, Mr. Wilfred Fllllault of Mexico and
Miss Laura Lanouette of Rumford.

Of Course

Boy of°mm

Jor the BABY

Imperial (jrtiiium Ik tlui
food that irlvcs hnril,
firm (lfsh. Κ""·· 1··υηο
and rich, r.d blond.
Send fur Kr«'«> Sum-

:

Ι

IMPERIAL'GRANUMf
Mothers
the

$234,394

visit

our

be well

store be-

repiid

for

the time spent.

pair of Queen Quality and Boston

A few more
;

Favorite Sboee-at HALF PRICE.

EASTMAN & ANDREWS
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS

,1^αΓΓκβ«ΪΙϊίΐ'**

t jr:;œMr3r,.

31 Market

South Paris.

Square,

Sort Sk

Bears the

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.

Tlii Kind You Han Alwan Baurbt

deed?V,A.„nts

KEEP YOUR

WARM

BED
these cold

AT

our bank.
the start of 1015 resolve to keep a GOOD BALANCE in
Then see to it that you do. You'll be HAPPIEB and SAFEB
and more CONTENTED at the end of the year than you thought

It's

Get the habit of PAYING EVERYTHING by CHECK.
Ask your
EASIER and BETTEB. The vouchers are your receipts.
a SMALL
with
ohecks.
Begin
He's
using
it.
about
probably

possible.

neighbor

ACCOUNT anyway.

Try

it.

and over, on even
We pay 2 per cent interest on check account of $500
month.
of
last
account
every
hundreds. Interest credited to your

Savings Department Connected with

nights

with

a

Bottle,

Blue Hot Water

Guaranteed for

each.

Also the American

Maximum
$2

or

.00

Pexall

ar d

Beauty, Monogram, Money-

back, Roxbury and other Hot Water Bottles, 50c. to
each. We will guarantee these to give satis-

$1.50
factory

service

or

refund )our money.

anything in
Our goods are freshly

Whenever you need
come

know

to us.

we can serve

PRICE

appeal

to

you BEST if

Rubber Goods
made and

QUALITY

you.

Sonfh
CASTOR IA FtftaMsaodCfcUrN.

Til KM YtsbnAhm Bh|M

Bears tne

Signature
of

$2.50

years.

2

BBANCH BANE AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

Wj'eon

■

Tag

Red Tag Price 59 ·.
LONG KID '» LOVES, many were 52.75 and «tf.OO, Red
Tag Price, 98c.
Small tots of Wrappers, Corsets, Furs, Silk Waists,

Slips,

Mrs^

pleasing

the Bath Towels at R.d

>f Linen Crash at Red

Small lots WOOL qnd FLEECED UNDERWEAR.
One lot Will I E SHIRT WAISTS, were *2.50 and «1.08

MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
pieces

values in this

Small Lots ol Ginghams, Percale, Poplins, Chic Cloth,
Figured Batiste a'id Mull, Flaxons, Prints and Silks all at
Red Tag Price*.

$12 50 Red Tag
Red

unusually good

Dress Goods

SILK DRESSES

$8.50.

ee

Here you v. ill find
great reduction.

Tag

that

were

pieces

Tag

ROBES

the

share.

A few

Red

>et

ity, Red Tag Prie 42 l-2c.
RED SPREADS fringed, osca'loped and hemmed, at
prices you cannot atlord to let pans without getting your

$1.98.
$2.98.

Price
Price

BATH ROBES
ROBES that were $4.98,

SILK DRESSES that
Price

Red

Flyers.

NAPKINS A VI) TOWELS 331-3 per cent discount and
many lots at a Ui^er discount.
TABLE DAMASK, the «1.00 quality, Red Tag| Price
82 1 2c; the 87 1 2c quality, R"d Tag Price
; the 59c qual-

were

DRESS SKIRTS
One lot

>

department.

$2 50 and ι 98, Red Tag Price 59c.
SILK WAISTS AT HALF PRICE and less.
One lot

Fruit of the Loom, Loot-

Cotton,

Id the rale is Lick wood

dale and Beikeloj Cambrics, notice price· on Red

ALL LADIES' WINTER COATÇS
HALF PRICE
COATS now $3.75, 4.53, 5.00,6.25, 7.50, 10.00

.bottle to-day.

has α
flnespec'men of a bird but it has a mystery that he cannot understand. He
bought a White Embden gander of a party
word he
in Philadelphia and received
was shipped by express on a certain date.
Mr. Loud received the bird two weeks
later and was very much surprised when
he opened the box to find a GreyJ Toulouse. He can only account for the
change by the long lime comiug. Mr.
Loud said when he buys another bird
from a distance to be sent by express,
be will have a written agreement, that
it will stand the journey without changing color or breed.

Cotton Cloth

$5 9S, 6.98, 7.9S, 9 9S.
ALL WOOL DRESSES AT
HALF PRICE

IT REALLY DOES RELIEVE RHEUwho is afflicted with rheumatism in any form should by all means
keep a bottle of Sloan's Liniment on
Tbe minute you feel pain or
hand.
bathe it
soreness in a joint or muscle,
with Sloan's Liniment. Do not rub it.
Sloan's penetrates almost immediately
right to the seat of pain, relieving the
hot, tender, swollen feeling and making
the part easy and comfortable. Get a
bottle of Sloan's Liniment for 25 cents
of any druggist and have it in tbe house
against colds, sore and swollen joints,
inmbago, sciatica and like ailments.
Tour money back if not satisfied, but it
does give almost instant relief. Buy a

Bleached and Unbleached

HALF PRICE

SL'ITS

Sold

are

CASTORIA For Infmts and Chûdran.

III Had Yea Han Always Baugbt

Bears the

Λ

we

and

Now is the Time to

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

Buy

FOOTWEAR
We

show you almost any-

can

thing you want in the line of footvery complete

wear, our stock is

and

prices

our

are

always right.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.
NOEWAY, MAINE.

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK.

Telephone 38-2

HEconoL?caTd

^VERLASfjf
Q

$1-80,-1.90,-8.25

V

^

per square

s·p-°^^&son

RoofinG

CoLtjiui, Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parte, Me

In the street where there la a patch
shade, wrap a dusty cloth around their
facea, curl up and peacefully glide off
In walking
Into a dreamless sleep.
along the street one haa to be careful
of every splotch of ahadow that he

of

and fry until tender, turning
Make a gravy by browning
to time.
dour in the pan after the rabbit is taken
out, then adding milk and more seasonis
ing, and simmering until the flour
cooked and the sauce thickens.
A Creole sauce may be served with
fried rabbit instead of gravy. Pry two
minced onions in butter, add a sliced
tomagreen pepper and a small can of
toes, season witb salt and cayenne, and
cook until almost pasty. Cut olives and
muebroons may be added to

quartered

this if desired.
When tired of fried rabbit, try cooking
en casserole.
Prepare in the usual way,
setting in a hot, dry frying pan, then
place in the casserole with boiling water,a
Reasoning, a quartered onion or two,
sliced carrot, and a bay leaf or a
until almost tender, then add potatoes
Cover
or turnips cut in small pieces.
all casagain and finish cooking. Like
serole cookery, this requires a minimum
of labor and personal attention.
CURRIED

RABBIT

For curried rabbit fry a chopped onion
in a tablespoonful of butter, then add
the jointed rabbit and let it brown. Covlet simer witb bot water or stock and
mer until the rabbit Is tender. Take up
and keep bot until tbe sauce is made.
Blend a tablespoonful of flour and one
of curry powder, rub smooth with a
little cold water and tbe juice of half a
lemon, add to tbe stock left in tbe pan
and cook until smooth and thick.
To serve, cover a platter with hot boiled rice, lay tbe rabbit on this, and pour
Grated coover it tbe smoking curry.
coauut and a bot sauce like Chutney
served witb curry are considered an im-

provement.

FUICASSKED RABBIT
Cover tbe j'iinted rabbit with hot waNow
ter and boil about balf an hour.
add a sliced onion and a few diced potatoes, a bla'le of mace and a little parsley. Cook until the rabbit and vegetables are tender. Thicken with flour,
Let boil
season witb salt and pepper.

up once and serve.
i
Almost any vegetables may be served
with rabbit, but spinach, turnip, onions,
and cauliflower are appropriate.
BRAISED RABBIT

FRANK I

the United

States.

—

Homer Croy In

Leslie's.

A Matter of DistanoM.

probably

point Is settled.

may
·

again before
· · Probably

very delicious.

hnd the same notion of distance
that a coquette has of time, and when
he talks of boundless means half α
mile, as the latter, by a like figure,
when she says eternal attachment

One rabbit, boil 15 minutes, add β potatoes, 1 can tomatoes, 1 large hot red
black peppepper, season with salt and
if deper, drop dumplings can be added

sired.

HAS9ENPREFFER
Cut in pieces, lay in salt water six
hours, lay in crock, to each rabbit add 1
f-·

—

r·

—

»

1

—

'«Ί

n«nnnr

«

and

of mixed spices; put weight on
and set in cool place ready for use; in 24
hours take from vinegar and boil; make
brown flour gravy; to eacb rabbit use
11-4 pints of the etock in crock for gravy
and pour over the rabbit.
a

fiiuch

SMOKED RABBIT

Prepare and smoke the
Thia is fine.

same aa

pork.

Tableware.

Care of
The farmer who has a silo appreciates its value. We are
Delicate glass and china must not be
agents for the Green Mountain, the recognized leader in the exposed to extremes of heat or cold, but
should be gently heated before bot food
country. The lumber in these silos is saturated in creosote
them.

is put into
Glassware—Wash glass that is not
which prolongs the life of the wood many years. Place your
much soiled or oily in cold water; also
order for one now, so to have ample time to get it ready for
milk,

the fall harvest.
We have the Blizzard cutter and blower, and
engine as there is made for the money.

as

good

CALL AND SEE US BEFORE BUYING.

WALKER & SON,

A. W.

MAINE.

PARIS,

SOUTH

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

South Paris.

DOESN'T THIS PROVE

For

ITS TRUE WORTH?
Clinton,

L. Docker & Son of
write us this:
"Wo commenced

Bread
Cake or

Maine,

soiling "L. F."

At

wood's Medicine in WW. Thero are
not many days when we do not sell
from one to three bottles."

Pastry!

mm

Clinton is NOT a big city. It's only
one of hundreds of places where even a

bigger demand
Tho reason f

exists all the time.

44

L. F.

"

Atwood's Med-

icine, for over 60 years, has afforded relief from stomach troubles, biliousness,

constipation
Try

and liver

it today
vinced.

—

complaints.

be benefitted and con·

30 cents Big Bottle.
"L. F." MEDICINE

FREE Sample.

CO., Portland, M*

Just order a sack of
William Tell Flour
and you needn't worry
about baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.
Biscuit?
Cakes and pies?
The best you ever tasted!

Besides, Willuvn Tell

goes
farthest—worth remembering when living is so
high. Think of all this,
and instead of ordering
•flour" order

Real Estate

FOR SALE !

The Victoria Cross.

«f

JAMES S. WEIGHT.

"INSIDE" FACTS ON POULTRY KEEPING.

Joel off the ρ rem it new, unuau&i book—baa 3
on raising
big chapter* of bran·! new facta
whether keeppoultry. I l'a frve—and everyone,
il.
Telia «bout locaneeda
tftXX)
β
birds.
or
ing
new aelf
tion. breeds, (toting, etc.. a ao the
moneyregulating hover just devised. Save
direct from a
hover*
and
Incubators
buy you»·
factory la the heart of the lumber Industry—
Write
we get rock-bottoin prta'a—your benefit.
for thl· new, free book to-day—a poatal wlU do—

MODEL INCUBATOR CO.. BattaJo, Ν. Y.

l|tM M ·
Bahlnt Powdrr,
Extract»tad tpeclal Mlc
Grocer lea. te Mil

the Uoltad
eipaltnct
commit
paid. Yo

11 · » I ■
lierai··
tf lac···
r— the Utter J»M
the larger font
Yoe have mo
ao money lareated
Be
.j atock.
»oer owe boaa.
•If chance. Scad lo» paarhlet.
rTN( Gaiar Auaatic* Pacific Tu Co.
r. P. Box WO, Nkw York Cm
e

ner.

"Dinner!"

thought

«no

mas

broom or

llses

I

I

griping

I

goatb.

appeal

t;: V *i

these to

guarantee

goods
you

anything

satis-

give

in Rubber Goods

freshly made and
BEST if QUALITY

we

are

and

gave him a letter of introduction to
A few days later 1
Mr. Gladstone.
Parliament
met Mr. Gladstone In
He stopped me and said,
street
'Your friend. Cuptuin X.. known more
about tbe Caucasus than any mau I
Δ few minutes afterward
ever met
I sold
1 met Captain X In Pall Mall
to blm. 'Well, you have made a great
impression ou Mr. Gladstone, "Have
'He says
I?* be said. 'Yes.' I replied
you know more about tbe Caucasus
'Well,
thun any uiun he ever met'
said Captain X., 'that is very strange,
for, though I was with blm for threequarters of an hour, i only made three
"
observations.'

There was no need for further discussion. for a racket was heard on the
landing above, and four youngster·.
the oldest a boy of eleVfen. the youngι girl of four, came tumbling
downstair· with shouts and whoop·,
and, rushing Into the room, the boy·
jumped Into their mother·· arm·, the
girls Into their father*·.
"Oh. mammal We're bo glad you'v·
com· back for Christmas!"

Lt

glad you've

back for Cbristmaal"
"And we're ·ο glad you're not going
•way any more too."
••Who told you thatl" asked the fa-

ther.
"Uncle Frankr
The only failure a man ought to fear
By this time the children, In order
that they might cares· both prentsat, I· failure in cleaving to the purpose be
te·*** mm to be beat-George Elliot
vet WLtoN»
m

I

OBUEKED:

r- n.s in
That notice thereof be given to al'
by causing a copy of thin order t., t,»
three weeks successively In the Ox
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at -.,uth
Paris, In said County, tliat tbey may app.·ar at s

te res ted,

published

Probate Court to be held at said Paris,
third Tuesdav of Feb., A. D. 1915, at
clock In the forenoon, and be beard t

tbey

ort

(

r.e

n.,'.

see cause.

John E. Emery late of t.ovell, It..
will and petition for probate thereof p»-,. u.j
by Prank K. Kmery, the executor tli rein η·ι. ι.

Cyrus E. Dunn late of Parts, l
t :te
petition for an allowance out of per- i.
presented by Margaret K. Uunu, wldo*.
Llnwood M., Lllllsn I. and Mtrion A.
t'orbett of Paris, wards; account
for allowance by Ρ red II. Corbctt, guarding
..

Albert O. Jordan of Albany, war·!, 1n»|
account presented for allowance lr,
\u-tin

Hutchinson, guarllan.

Cyrus B. Dunn late of Parle, d.
accounted tor allowance by J.ι

tiret

s-,

Wright, administrator.

Mary A. DeCoster late of Paris,
first account présente I for allowance
λ Wright, administrator.

■

Frankle VlKue late of Norway,
petition that William Walker or som·· ■·(;.
able person be appointed as admlnUti
the ertate of sahl :ecea ed presented
Vlgue, a brother.

|;

V

s

Fannie E. Trask late of Dlxficld.
first account pr sented for allowance i·
L. Morse, executrix.

George IV. Blanchard late of Au;
ceased; trust accouuts for th>· Ix-ncilt ·/
W., Raymond, G. Almon Itlanrhat'l <
Blanchard ilabcn, beneficiaries und·
of said deceased, fi'ed for allowance I.

!

\

tr

ADDISON K. HKRRICK, Judge of saM
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT D. PARK, Re*
4-6
NOTICE.
The subscrilKir hereby gives nolle»: tli.it
been duly appointed administrator
estate of
SARAH J. SCRIBNKR, late of Parla the County of Oxford, deceased, an
bonds as the law directs. All persondemands against the estate of said
arc desired to present the name for ■····,;.
an·! all Indebted thereto are requested t
payment Immediately.
WALTKR I.
Jan. lath, 1915.
4-β
NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice
has been duly appointed executrix oi t
will and testament of
J A M ES M. NO V ES, late of Par!
in the county of Oxford, decease I
sons having demands against the c»iat·
deceased are desired to tirescnt the -a
seuletrent, and all Indebted thereto
ouested to make payment Immediately
LIZZIE K. BRI·.
Jan. 19th, 191Û.
4β

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice tiu'
has been duly appointed administrator
estate of
GEORGK f. JONES, late of Dlxfle! I,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ai
All persoi
bonds a» the law directs.
demands against the estate of sai l do.
are desired to present the same for tetlk
and all Indebted thereto are request*
make payment Immediately.
John s. ha in
Jan. iyth, lui.v
4β

to you.

NOTICE.

Τ

The subscriber hereby jrlves notice t
has been duly appointed executor of tl.·
will and testament of
CHARLES II. COLBY, late of PariΑ
In the County of Oxford, deceased
sons having demands against the estate
deceased are desired to present the ea
settlement, and all indebted thereto are
quested to make oayment Immediately.
JOSHUA W. i. COLM
Jan. lath, 1915

NOTICE.

The New Federal Reserve Act
operative November 16, 1914, will stimulate trade,
and manufacturing.
Hy mobilizing the supply of gold

which became
commerce

and the bank reserves, and
of currency and a
disturbances such

largely
As

place

providing

a

of re-discount, the

this country has

as

seen

supply

of financial

possibility

past, will be

in the

removed.
a

member of the Federal Reserve Association, The

National Bank of Norway Maine will have
better conditions made

justed

and sufficient

sure

to the needs of

possible by

a

part in

Norway
promoting the

sound and elastic currency ad-

a

business, and greatly superior

to the old one

way that did not make for permanent prosperity.
not entrust your financial atlairs to an institution which

controlled in

a

Why
keeps abreast

stronger all

steadily growing

of the times and is

the time ?

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY,

MAINE.

■4

GREAT

REDUCTION

CHIMNEY FLUE STOPPERS

SALE
Now

RARIS H ILL

That will fit.
That
If in need send

I safe.

Get

with size.

one

are

petfectl)

fifteen cents

by

next mail,

WM. C. LEAVITT CO.
Norway, Maine

<iu

■

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed executrix of the
will and tcstame..t of
WILMNUTON W DUNHAM, late of I'at'
In the County of Ox fori, deceased, and κ'1
All persons hi·
bonde an the law directe.
demands against the estate of said deceas·
desire·! to present the same for settlement,
all Indebted thereto are requested to t<

payment Immediately.
Jan. 19th, 1915. COLUMBIA I>. DUNHAM

GRADE

PRINTING

at the

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY

C. F,
itidlon'H grocery, Norway, Friday, Jau
2O1I1, and the laet Friday of each following month. Hours 10:30 A. M. to 0 P. m,

^JWill

be

at

his

rooms

60

over

YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

LS. BILLINGS
Red Cedar and Spruce Clapboards, New Brunswick Cedaz
Shingles, North Carolina Pine
and
Sheathing,
Flooring
Paroid Roofing, Wall Board,
Apple Barrel Heads, and
LUMBER OF ALL KINDS

Paris,

Maine.

Petition for

Τradc Mark·
Designs
Copyrights Ac.
Anyone lending α sketch and description m»y
.ulckly ascertain our opinion free whether
Inn Il probably patentable. Communlcan» ont
it)(
ions strict}
tly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patente
•>nt free. Oldest agency (or securing patenta,
entente token through Munn A Co. receive
....

.«rial notict, without charge. In th·

Scientific Hmericati.

handiomely Illustrated weekly. 1-anreat clr
illation of any iclentlBc tournai. Terms, 93 a
>ar ; four month», |1. Bold by all newsdealer·

®&i0fcV5TÎ2J!S!!ÎÎrk

Discharge.

)
SMALL,
{ In Hankrui
Bankrupt. I
To tlic Hun. Ci.akk.nik IIalk, Judge of th.

trlct Court of the United Status for the I>1·'
of Maine:

WALTER Β SMALL, of Mexico, In
Π
County of Oxford, and State of Mali.
said District, respectfully represents thai ■:
7th day of Nov fast past, be waa duly a. Iju!»
bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relailr
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrender,
his property and right* of property, ai.
fully complied with all the requirement* of

I

Acts and of the orders of Court touclilru

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays, That he may be le
by the Court to have a full discharge fWl
debts provable against his estate under
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as ar·
ccpted by Taw from such discharge
Dated this 15th day of Jan., A. I>. 1915.
WALTER It SMALL, Bankrupt

THEREON.

uihtkict or Maink, se.
On this 23rd day of Jan., A.I). 1915, on π·ι·!·
Ing the foregoing petition, ti Is
Ordered by the « ourt, That a hearing be lis
of March, A.
upon the same on me th day
I'
1915, before said Court ;it Portland, In said
and that
forenoon;
In
the
at
10
o'clock
trlct,
I'
lice thereof be published In the oxford
crat, a newspaper printed In said Dlstrlei.
that all known creditors, and other |hts
Interest, may appear at the said time ari l ;
and show cause, If any they have, why
I-· grv.·
prayer of said petitioner should not
>t
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all know
Itors copies of said petition and this
dressed to them at their places of redder·
stated.
Witness the Ho». Clakk.nok IIai.k, '»
the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
In said District, on the 23rd «lay of Jar A
1915.
JAMES E. HKWEY,<
[L.e.)
A true copy of petition and order there..t
Attest : JAMES E. HKWKÏ.U.er«
4-β

Bankrupt's Petition

DEMOCRAT OFFICE.

MANUFACTURER OF AND DEALER IN

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
WALTER B.

tor

In the matter of
STANLEY J. CHAPMAN.

OCULIST

South

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice thst
ha* been duly appointe·! administratrix of
estate of
NANCY ». WHITMAN, lale of Paris.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and a'.
bonde .ιh the law directe. All persons havln
mandeagainst the estate of said decease·! I
desired to prônent the eamc for seulement,
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make p.i
mont Immediately.
NKLL1K L. WHITMAN.
Jan. 19th, 1915.
4β

ORDER OF NOTICE

Going On

ANDREWS & JOHNSON,

HIGH

The subscriber hereby give* nolle··
has been < 1 uIy appointe! administrator
estate of
!,
Κ LI. A J. COItl.ISS, late of Hart:
In the County of Oxford, «:
All perbonds as the law directs
demand* against the estate of sa'
arc desired to present the same
ment, and all Indebted thereto are r·
make payment Immediately
Λ LKKED C. COKI
Jan. lath, 1915.
44

46

leprosy

A Gladstone Anecdote.
Lord AI vers tone tells this anecdote
of Gladstone In bis "Recollections:"
"Mr. Gladstone was very much inI bad a
terested in tbe Caucasus.
friend, C'aptaiu X.. who had recently
come borne from that district, and I

NOTICES.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
been duly appointed administrator
estate of
WILLIAM HARDY, late of llartf.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an I
All person*
Itonda as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said t< <
for sen
same
are iteslred to present the
and all Indebted thereto are requested to
payment Immediately.
OSCAR K. Il A HI
Jan. l'.ith, l'JIS.
4-β

refund your money.

serve

we can

ClldS

eu

bedbugs, and some are even beginning
to think that measles is dne to ileus.—
London Opinion.

I "111 go to then at once," said Edith.
I -Mr. Frank eald that tùey were to
I be brought in here."

M»

Beauty, Monogram, Money-

carried by lusects or bugs Mosquitoes
Begining Feb. ist we shall sell thi
hut
malaria,
yellow
not
only
following goods at less than cost un
carry
fever, dengue fever and elephantiasis til they are closed out ; Here's you
Od<
Glosslna morsltans Is the carrying chance to get a rare bargain :
agent ot the tropical diseuse loiown as sizes in heavy woolen pants, quite ;
magana. while tsetse tiles are the line of men's and boys' sweaters
cause of sleeping sickness.
pontiacs, beacon jackets and vests
The epiroctmetes of tick fever are
coats and heavy under
sheep-lined
borne by ticks, and a mild fever is wear.
Some breakfast cereals ; som<
conveyed by sand Hies. Plague Is due nails that have become rusty but an
to the rat flea, which carries tbe para
good-as new at about one-third reg
eltee in tbe salivary glands and leaves ular
prices ; some overshoes ant
them in the flesh of whomsoever It
and a number of othc
moccasins
Mediterranean fever is carried
bites.
articles at great bargains to clos<
principally,, by the milk of Infected
bas been attributed to them out.

I

item

or

Our

to us.

PRICE

hero, was

Insects That Carry Disease·.
Sir Donald Rosa, who discovered how
the anopheles or mottled winged mos
quito carries malaria, gave In a lecture
an account or other diseases that are

lutands

so

mighty

to those who obtain free transportation
from railway and steamship lines.New York Amerlcaa

I

We're

celebration, thp

let us pass free of charge."
"No, no, doctor,'" said the gatekeepYou send
er, "we can't afford that
too many deadheads through as It is."
The story traveled around the coun
try, and in this way the word "dead
head" eveutually came to he applied

I

"Oh. papal

know

"1
an-

funeral processions should be allowed
to pass along Lbe road free of toll. Due
day, as a well known physician who
was driving along this road stopped to
pay bis toll, be observed to the keeper.
"Considering the benevolent character
of our profession, I tbluk you ought to

sat down as far from him as poa
Neither spoke till the clock
«truck 6. when the bunband remarked.
"Frank said we were to be punctual.

come

come

co

$2.50

d

λ

2 years.

Whenever you need

pissed

I

I

Bottle, $2

ffexall

or

and other Hot Water Bottles, 50c. to

We will

each.

factory service

least tbe aert Interesting:
Many years ago the principal avenue
close to the entrance
of a town
of a toll road leading to a cemetery
Às this cemetery bud been laid out
dome time previous to the construction
of the road, it was arranged that all

tack of croup after others had failed.
mas eve."
Our milkman cured bis children of
-,
"Perhaps he did it for my benefit
whooping cough." Foley's has a forty
a bachelor, be doubtless under
years record of similar oases. Contains Jlelng
that a club Is no place for a
no opiates.
Always insist on Foley's.
A. E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris. An- man at Christmas time."
drews & Johnson, Paris.
"One would suppose that this home.
Into which you brought me a happy
Mother—Don't you thiok that a boy
would be the last place you
of your sine could take the tacks out of bride,
would wish to come on Christmas eve.
this carpet if he wanted to?
Small Boys—I guess so. Shall 1 ko especially since you broke the promout and see if I can find a boy .who wants
you then made."
to?
It
-I fldn't break any promise·was simply your luordluate Jealousy
Hundreds of health articles appear in that rendered life unbeurable.
This
newspapers and magazines, and in prac- separation has been all your fault
one
of
them
the
every
tically
importance
"Not at all; it has been yours. But
of keeping the bowels regular is empharecrimination."
sized. A constipated condition invitee we have not met for
"You are right For my part 1 am
disease. A dependable physio that aots
without inconvenience or
is content to await Frank s coming and

If a cork has fallen into a bottle that
you want to use, pour in enough atrong ing into the barber shop for a shave and
ammonia to float the cork, leave it a day then get bis hair cut just to keep other
or two and it will be so eaten that it can peeple waiting.
easily be shaken ont.
If a better oough syrup than Foley's
Such a quick fire Is needed for making
Honey and Tar Compound oould be
and
cakes
that
oookies
they
good
drop
found, we would oarry it. We know this
are Inclined to burn on the bottom.
reliable and dependable medicine has
Turn the pans bottom side np, place the
given aatlsfactlon for more than forty
cookiea and cakea on them and tbey will
years; therefore we never offer a substiburn lesa eaally and be removed more tute for the
Recommended
genuine.
eaaily.
for coughs, oolds, croup,
whooping
There la a lot of power In alienee. En- cough, bronchial aad lagrippe coughs.
No
A.
E.
Shurtleff
South
doean't
mean
nor
conopiates.
Co.,
ergy
noise,
apeed
Paris. Andrews A Jobnson, Paris.
foaton.

back, Roxbury

$1.50

Maximum

a

Also the American

at the reunion of his brother's family.
Deadheads.
Exactly how our language came into
possession or the word "deadhead,"
which Is so frequently used In connection with the transportation business.
Is not known. Of the many versions
of Its origin which are curreut the following whether correct or not. Is at

Neureuer, Eau Claire, Wis., I He is going to be late himself."
says: "Foley's Honey and Tar Com- I "He should be ashamed to bring ns
cured
my boy of a very severe at- together here, of «U places, on Christ
pound

I

with

Guaranteed for

each.

It all as much as if the family heHe Is married now and
bas children of Ills own. hut he denies
that any Christmas In Ills own home
has been happier than the one he spent

Llble.

did me any
of the relief
and comfort that means to btm. Foley
Kidney Pills are recommended for sleep
disturbing bladder troubles, pain in I
sides or back, rheumatism, and kidney
and bladder ailments. A. E. Shurtleff
Co., South Paris. Andrews A Johnson,

nights

Blue Hot Water

Joy

opinions
others be keeps I the

the only remedy that ever
good at all." Just tblnk

these cold

longed to him

found in Foley Cathartic Tablets. A. then have the whole affair over with
E. Shurtleff Co South Paris. Andrews forever."
Johnson, Paris.
I "Yes, forever."
"T,
! He drew a newspaper from hie poca"What do you think of a man with a
I
and began to read. 8be took up ·
et
rip in bis coat and only three buttons on I book. Several minutes of silence
pas·bis vest?"
"He should either get married or get I ed, when the maid appeared and said:
I "Please, ma'am. Mrs. Albright has
a divorce."
Hinta.
I Just had a telephone from Mr. Krank
SEVENTY YEARS OLD
I to say that he can't come for half an
If you have varnished floors, renew
W. Clougb, Prentiss, Miss, hour.
He say· that to pass the time
George
their glosa by sprinkling with coarae
who bed suffered greatly with kidney you may both see the children. If you
salt. Let it remain five or more mintrouble writes: "Foley Kidney Pills are I like."
ute· and sweep off with a soft

WARM

for tomorrow."

Oncle Frank, who really seemed to

||y,

Mrs. T.

Elwood.

MAINE.

BED

PliOBATE

person· Interested In either of the eetttei
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari-, '.r. ·,·
for the Count? of Oxford, on the third Tu-dav
of January, In the year of our ^or-l on.· i!,uu'
sand nine hundred and fifteen. The following
matter having been present»! for ti.
thereupon hereinafter Indicate·!, It 1» hcr»hy

To all

Morrill an>t Maurice P. Rlan< hird

KEEP YOUR

rated and their sudden and unexpect
»'d coming together
But the central figure of thai Christ-

I

WHOOPING

ONE PRICE CLOTHIERS

But you're

brought here for

AT COST

NORWAY,

One of the l»rg· magazine publishing
house· desire· tojmploy ·α active man
or woman in this community to haodle »
special plan which has proven unusually
profitable. Good opening for right
party. Addre·· with two references,
Publisher Box 155, Times Sq. St».',
New Tork City.
5 (3

Aaron II. Wltham late of Deim.·.,
ceased ; petition for order to d 1st rib ta
remaining In hi* hands presented by W '■
i'owers, administrator.

Tliat was the end of the troiihles for
The Christmas
the Elwood fnmlly.
they spent united was made tli*- more
delightful In contrast with the Christmas before, at which thin were sepa-

I

AND

exclaimed

we were

"

H. B. FOSTER GO.

CHn It be
other purpose than dinner
true that we are all to dine together
In our own home on Christmas eve
with our own children?"
"And Uncle Frank," pat In one of
the boy*
"Did you provide the dinner, Frank?"
"I thought yon
nsked Mrs Elwood
were rather given to providing essentials of auother kind."
"I had nothing to do with providlnu
this dinner, but I will admit I ordered

Lome

Burton—Mean man, isn't be?
Robinson—Mean? He's capable of go-

KKtU

fice on the 23d of December for the
of
purpose of making certain transfers
property that had been agreed upon
out of court On the 23d be Informed
them that the papers would not be

10.00
7.50

"

FUR COATS

horse.
Christine entered and announced din-

1

If the vtuegar cruet, water bottle, or
▼aae ia atained, fill with soapsuds made
Let atand a
strong with ammonia.
Paris.
short time, then drop in a few shot or
beana and abake well.

w\wllhl

would be granted early In January,
and be desired them to call at his of-

12.00

"

Suits and Overcoats

10

The mother said nothing. She dared
uot trust her voice to speak. She went
to Frank, put her arms around his
neck a»id kissed blm. while one of the
girls took his hat away from him, and
the youngest boy, seizing bis cane, ca
pored around the room using It for a

I

CROUP

15 Suits and Overcoats
12 Suits and Overcoats

permanent wreck."

In June Frank Elwood Informed his
brother and his sister-in-law that their
legal separation would be completed
In six months. On the 220th of December he notified them that the decree

I
COUGH I

him.

not going to spend your Christmas
alone. You're going to spend It right
here In the home you've saved from a

that's Christmas
elephant going at the rate of twi ther Elwood. "Why.
eve."
a
ap
carries
a
weight
second,
yards
"Good graciousf' exclaimed Edltb
ρ roil mating to that carried by sis
Elwood. "The awful man, to bring us
horses.—St Louis G lobe-Democrat
together at our old home for such a
Th· Duffer»· Lament.
purpose on Chribtmas evel"
The attorney was called to the teleOld Player—Well, how do you feel
after your* first twosome at golfl phone by both parties for the purpose
Duffer—Feel? Bab! 1 started aheai of protesting against the place of meet~
of about forty twosomes and a ball IDS, aim ww
\ua\ rZ
dozen foursomes, and I bad so rnanj beating apparatus In the bulldln„
out of
was
had
office
his
Frank
where
our
go
people say "Would you mind
no other place was
lng through you?" that I feel like a {commission, that
I available, that a winter atorm which
human sieve!—Chicago News.
I was raging rendered it necessary that
FIVE CENTS PROVES IT.
warm place should be eelecied
A Generous Offer. Cot out this ad, and that the place provided would be
enolose with 5 cents to Poley & Co., Chi- both warm and comfortable This endoago, III., and they will send you our tri ed the argument and both the husband
al package contaiulng Foley's Honey and and wife
gave a reluctant
Tar Compound for coughs, colds, croup,
At a quarter to 5 Mrs. Elwood ran
bronchial and lagrippe coughs; Foley
the steps of what had been her
Kidney Pills and Foley Catbartlo Tab up
lets. For sale in your town by A. E. home, rang the bell and was Emitted
Shurtleff Co., Sonth Paris. Andrews & by a maid who had been In her employ
I ever since ber marriage.
Johnson, Paris.
I "Christine," she said, "1 have an ap
"You never use slang?"
polntment here at 5 and have come
"I dislike the mental effort," replied
of time In order to see the chll
ahead
Miss Cayenne. "A picturesque bit of
I dren."
slang is all right while it lasts, But II I
"Yes'm. I'll tell Mrs. Albright.
goes out of fashion so quickly!"
The lady went Into the living room
stood before a Are biasing brightly
AFTER MANY YEARS
went upstairs
J. L. Southers, Eau Claire, Wis., on the hearth. The maid
writes: "Years ago I wrote you in re· and returned with a message from the

cide with hers and the
silent about.

before

of Innocent children."
"Right you are. Frank.

I
land

Those wbo have no liking for housework are seldom good housekeepers, for
one likes what sbe ia interested in.

Village ; house and lo^ with
extra building lots, on Main

possible

I

ratber than in stone onea.
The best cider vinegar should be used
in pickling.
Before polishing the stove rab it with
vinegar. This removes all grease, leaving the surface smooth, and keeps the
blacking from burning off so quickly.
Wben boiling meat of any kind, add a
tablespoonful of vinegar to the water
when first put over the fire. This makes
the meat tender and does not leave any
fiavor of the vinegar.
Tough meat may be softened by
brushing over with one part vinegar to
two parts of oil or batter and letting
stand for a few hours.
A little vinegar served in the platter
with the steak adds to the flavor of the
meat.
A tableepoonful of vinegar added to
'he water in wbiob fish is boiled basa
tendency to whiten the meat and make
it firmer.
When poaching eggs, a teaspoonful of
vinegar added to'the boiling water will
prevent the whites from spreading.
A small dish of vinegar placed on the
back of the stove when cooking cabbage
will help destroy the odor.
When ready to bang out clothe·,
wet the hands with vinegar, let it dry
on, and you will have no cold fingers.
Vinegar will sometimes revive colors
in delicate materials. One tablespoon·
fnl of vinegar to each quart of rinsing
water; saturate well, wring tightly, and
dry quickiy indoors.

scene

"I'm going to spend a bachelor's
If I
Christmas all alone by myself.
had Buch a home as this you had better believe I wouldn't do anything to
pull It down over my bead nnd over
the beads of a good woman aud a lot

reality, tbe speec
The dog. on the othei ready for signature till after office
of the dog.
hand, does not attain the speed of the hours the next day. He therefore aptake place at
horse. The giraffe is said to run al pointed the meeting to
tbe rate of fifteen yards per second un their home at S p. m. sharp.
"Tomorrow evening!" exclaimed Luder tbe most favorable conditions. Tb<

Julia—Yes;

the

and Overcoats Are Now $20.00
"
16.00
and Overcoats
"
16.00
and Overcoats
"
14.00
and Overcoats

$25 Suits
22 Suits
20 Suits
18 Suits

door.

This plan was objected to by both
parties, whereupon Prank Elwood declared that be would have nothing to
do with the matter. But It was essential that the care of the children be
ber of Parliament M. D. a doctor ol
provided for while the divorce promedicine, etc.. In all case* designating ceedings were pending, and, since the
No one could be called ο
a person
couple could find no one else on whom
Victoria cross. V. 0., moreover, mean* they could agree to manage the affair,
vice chancellor at present D. V. C. they finally gave In and left It In
(decorated with the Victoria cross) ot Prank's hands
Β. V. C. 'bearer of the Victoria croesi
might do. The queen thinks the lasl
the best"—London Mirror.

at

qualities.

mother.
"Why, CJucle Frank told us that If
we could wait till Christmas he promised that we should have yon both
home again to stay ever so long."
"Uncle Frank is right, sweetheart.··
said the father. "Our being away from
and be
you so long is all papa's fault,
won't ever do so any more. Be promises bis little boys and girls that"
This statement was received with a
clapping or hunds and a shower of
kisses for ρηρα, enob child struggling
for place to luipart the kiss
"Where are you going. Uncle Frank?"
culled one of the children, seeing that
Frank Elwood was making for the

1st, the mother on the 15th. The lawas
yer agreed to procure the divorce
soon as

them from
every purchase. Many of
Hart Schaffner & Marx. New fresh goods
in the latest styles and of dependable

"It all enme true. Uncle Frank,
didn't Itr
"What came true, dear?" asked the

spring

wrote to Lord Panmure. "that the per
sons decoj-uted with the Victoria crosn
might very properly be allowed to
bear some distinctive mark after their
· · V. C. would not do.
R. G
name. ·
means a Knight of the Garter, C. Β. β
Companion of the Bath, M. P. a Mem

room

several dollars

save

on

Job."

Whereupon the lawyer laid down the
following plan for the couple's guidance: Both should leave the home and
The children were
reside elsewhere.
to be left where they were under the
6are of a woman to be provided for
the purpose. The father and mother
would be permitted to visit tbetr offonce a month, the father on the

The recipient of the Victoria cross
Is "V. C.," and nobody sees anything
strange in that It is curious to recall
Victoria fell
the difficulties Queen
upon the point when the V. C. was in
"The queen thinks." she
etituted

A chance for you to

"Well. If It Is I never (lid a better

Atreaky.
Cut glass—A soft brush is necessary.
In drying, sawdust is very useful, as it
will absorb moisture where the cloth
cannot reach. Avoid scratching glass as
tbis weakens it, and a slight jar will be
apt to break it where it ia cracked.
After washing fine china, spread the
pieces out till cool, instead of packing
tbem on top of each other. The warmth
is apt to crackle the glaze.
Sort the china into groups before
gard to great results I obtained from I woman who bad the care of the chll
washing and wash each group separate- Foley Kidney Pills.
After all these Idren that ebe bad no orders from Mr
on gilt china.
use
Don't
soap
ly.
years I have never had a return of those ! Prank Elwood to permit Mrs. Elwood
To clean silver—First wash it well in terrible backaches or
sleepless nights; 1 to see the children except on ber regu
bot soapy water, then apply a little am
permanently cured." Men and womwhiting with a cloth wet with either al- en, young and old, find this reliable rem- I tar day.
I This was. indeed, a disappointment
cohol or water. Let the whiting dry on
edy relieves rheumatism, backache, I
the silver, then rub off with a piece of stiff
and ills caused by weak οι The mother wiped away a tear then
joints,
silver
To
clotb.
or
soft
ctiamois
keep
diseased kidneys or bladder.
A. E. began pacing back and forth before
that ie not in c instant use, wrap eacb Shurtleff
Co.. South Paris. Andrews «ft the ere till there was a ring at tne
all
tothen
tia®uo
and
in
paper
piece
Johnson, Paris.
doorbell and her husband was ushered
gether in old flannel.
Into the room. He bowed deferential
Louise—Does Howard get along hapbut the wife did not return ble
Usee for Vinegar.
sa^
pily with his wife?
a seat by the Are. and
some of his
coin- lute. He took
Vinegar should be kept in glaaa jars,

broab.

Cottage house and lot
oil Park Street, South Paris

Street, South Paris, known as
the Hewett place ; also house
and lot at West Paris, known
as the Dudley stand.

tumblers that have been used for
^oapy water or water with a little ammonia id it may be used where cold water is not sufficient, but the glass should
be wiped at once or it will become

the

woman

simply specifies three weeks."—London
Spectator.

SUITS ""» OVERCOATS

Father and mother wore In the center,
the children crowding nronnd them.
"Frank, yon rascal." said Luther,
"this Is your doing."

clared that his attentions to other women were harmless and be did not
a Jealous
propose to l»e dictated to by

stride
Tbe hare has not In

GOl'LASH

RABBIT

placed

Weight

-Of Men's Winter

bead and

"And you're going to stay with ua
for Christmas always? Say yes, mamma.
Say yes. pnpn."
There was a ring at the doorbelL
A pained expression returned to the
faces of the hnsbnnd und the wife.
Prank was coming with the papers
they were to sign. When he came In
he stood at the doorway looking Into

His wife was very rigid aa
to the actions of her husband and
made him feel that be was too circumFrank endeavored to conscribed.
vince his brother that the home was
of far more import» nee than the pleasure to be derived from attentions to
far demean
any woman who would so
herself its to accept them from another
womon's husband, and he bad better
accede to bis wife's wishes and conBut Luther define himself to her.

mer

wax

for. this."

marriage.

the
Ho-

a

are merely given to enable the reader
to form some Idea of that din.
The father nnd mother gave each
other a menning look.
"Edith," said the former, "this la
Frank's doing. He has doubtless *urmlsed that 1 hare learned that women
who don't care a snap of their Angers
for me are a mighty poor substitute

see fit
all the blame for the
trouble on his brother, who had been
somewhat gay during his bachelorhood and was not Inclined to give op
his attentions to other women after his

Prank

doll with

a

Mark Down Sale

for

me

light, curly hair and eyes that close
when she goes to sleep !"
These few requests do not express
the din that greeted the parents. They

premises be might

Why did Homer call the Dardanelles
"broad" or "boundless," although at
the point where Leander and Byron
mile?
swam It the breadth la barely a
"The
neat:
Is
comment
very
Byron's
wrangling about the epithet, the broad
Hellespont' or the 'boundless Helles
pont' whether it means one or the
other, or what It mean3 at all, baa been
beyond all possibility of detail. I have
even heard it disputed on the spot und,
not foreseeing a speedy conclusion to
the controversy, amused myself with
swimming across It In the meantime
and

MI want

1

uient. but to, arrange for the care of
the children, and be was given carta
blanche to take any measure In th*

Cut in pieces, lay in salt water at least
8p««d of Animals.
hour, drain, salt and pepper, roll In
It Is believed that no animal haf
flour, lay in bake pan, place a small
bit of butter on each piece, fill pan with ever exceeded the speed which can b«
Instantaneouf
water until the meat is barely covered, attained by tbe horse.
add sprig of sage to >rater, cover and
of one famous spedmer
photographs
use
parsbake. If eage is not available
showed the full length of a com pie t<
ley or a medium sized onion. This is
to be about twenty-six feet

EVERY FARMER SHOULD HAVE ONE

"I want u hobbyhorse!"
"I want a drum!"

1

<

an

Green Mountain Silos!

Christmas, inn m ran?"
"What have you got for
Christmas, papa Γ

Preparing Rabbit.
Rabbit· add the possibility of another
)
meat—fortunately an inexpensive one—
to the family diet
In making a selection, the housewife cornea to for fear of stepping on a naHow He Coatrtved a Meny
should choose a trapped rather than a
do step on
when
Even
face.
you
tive's
skinChris tmai
shot rabbit. Granted that It was
-J J
sensitive part of the anatned In market, out in pleoee at the this usually
thanksit
up,
yawn
joints, wash in cold water and wipe dry. omy they merely medium sized man
!!
If any pieces abowclota of blood, put fully that you are a
!!
By P. A. MITCHEL
tbem in cold, salted water nntil it oan be and laiily turn over on the other aide.
!'
easily wiped off.
As soon as an Egyptian finds out that ■:nin iiiiniiiniiiini#»
Frying is the simplest form of rabbit
a person Is an American his first breathwhen
is
and
enjoyed
When Mi. HDd Mrs. Lutber Elwood
especially
oookery
less question Is, "Will there be many
rabbits first appear. Later the palate
ιο separate they left everything
winter?"
this
agreed
over
demands higher seasoning or at least a Americana coming
merchants and donkey pertaining to their separation to Prank
different method of preparation. Dredge High and low,
for El wood, the husband's brother, who
each piece with dour, place in a hot fry- boys, they ask the same question,
as
This meant not only
half of Egypt Uvea on the tourists, and was α luwyer.
ing pan with as little lard or dripping
pepper, the greatest number of these are from that be was to procure the divorce·
possible, season with salt and
from time
Weys

scraped
Maine few sprigs of parsley. Cover and cook

South Paris,

! UNCLE

of

WANTED!

that father, mother, ltoya end (tri·
were mingled In a single group.
"What hare you got for me for

tlMnilHIIIIMIHimi ;

Th· 8l«epy Egyptian.
Egyptians can lie down and go to
sleep anywhere. They look around until they And a particularly busy place

)

Discharge.

|

In Bankrt:| t
Bankrupt. )
I"
To the Hon. Ci.akknck Hale, Judge ·Γ th··
trlct Court of the United States for the Dlstrl
of Maine:
J. CHAPMAN, of Part·, In t»··"
!»
County of Oxford, and State of Main·
said District, respectfully represents that
w·the 24th day of January. 19Î4, he
adiudged bankrupt under the Acts of Coi>gr.-Jf
to Bankruptcy; that be ha* duly
·'
rendered all his pro|>erty and rights of ρη<|·<
r<
ty, and has fully compllc<l with all theofrr.j·..'
it
<
ments of said Acts and of the orders
touehlng his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may l»e ·Ι>·. »
froi
by the Court to have a full discharge
>' 1
debts provable against his estate under
aBankruptcy Acts, except such del.is
bV
from
such
discharge.
law
excepted
Dated this 20th day of Jan., A. I>. 1915.
STANLEY J.CHAPMAN, Bankrupt

STANLEY
refailng

ORDER or NOTICE

ΤΠΕΗΕΟ*.

District ok Maink, ss.
On this 23rd day of Jan., A. D. 1915, on i*J
lng the foregoing petition, U Is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing I*
Λ
upon the same on the 5th day of Mareh,
t >'
1915, liefore said Court at Portland, In sal
""
that
and
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ;
tlce thereof be published In the Oxfonl 1»«1
a<
District,
said
In
crat, a ncwspa|>cr printed
that all known creditors, and other persons
Interest, may appear at the said time and plac«,
»'
and show cause. If any they have, why
be
prayer of said petitioner should not
Thai
Court,
the
And It Is further onlered by
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known ere·
»
Itorr copies of said petition and this orler,
»
dressed to them at their places of residence
state*!.
J"'1**
Hsut.
Clabkncb
Hon.
Witness the
I"
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
land. In aald District, on the 2lrd day of Jan A·
<

KJ*"'1

"WR
A true

«4

cod y of
AM·!

JAMES E. HEWET, Clerk.
petition tod order thereon.
JAMES Ε. HEWET, Clerk.

